Getting the most out of YOUR MOWERS
"PennLinks greens and tees at The Oregon Golf Club fit perfectly with our environmental concerns. Through good cultural practices and balanced nutritional feeding, I have had no need to apply any fungicides, herbicides or insecticides to them in more than 18 months.

When I change hole locations each morning, I walk the greens looking for stress areas and address them before they become a problem. I find PennLinks' upright growth and low thatch producing qualities, combined with light and frequent top dressing, provide near-perfect putting surfaces.

That's what the touring professionals tell me when we host the annual Fred Meyer Challenge. Oregon Golf Club participates in the New York State Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary program and maintains their high environmental standards. Our club is one of only 45 fully certified courses in the United States.

I believe PennLinks provides the high quality playing surface demanded by today's golfers and also addresses the increasing awareness and responsibility of golf courses to be good stewards of the environment."

John F. Anderson
Superintendent
The Oregon Golf Club
West Linn, Oregon

"PennLinks Is Perfect For Our Environmentally Friendly Course"
Taking a couple steps forward, for the customer

Do you make it easy for your customers to use your services? Do you provide open communication lines to let them interact with you? Is the service you provide useful to your customers? Do you genuinely care about them?

These are all questions for which you should have answers, whether you’re a golf course superintendent, landscape contractor, lawn care operator or groundsman.

They are the same questions the staff of Landscape Management pondered not long ago. This self-inspection process led us to the fact that—while we may be the most useful magazine in the turf industry—we could still improve upon our direct, interactive communication with the customer (you), and we could be even more “user-friendly” than we’ve been in the past.

Hence, this month you are seeing the fruits of our labor. We’ve changed our look and added some new departments.

First of all—and most noticeable—our design and typography is all new. We realize that we’re not the only magazine competing for your valuable time. With our new design, thanks to Mark Wrasman of our Chicago office, we want to be more efficient for you to read.

This month, we’ve made the “Hot Topics” section more interesting (and, yes, a bit more “fun”), and moved it closer to the beginning of the magazine.

We’ve added two new “Think Tank” columns, one each by Senior Editor Ron Hall (in the “Lawn & Landscape” section) and Managing Editor Terry McIver (in the “Golf & Grounds” section). We hope their monthly commentary will help make your jobs run more smoothly.

For those of you who receive our “Lawn & Landscape” demographic section, we’ve added a new column, “Around the Shop” by Bob Andrews, a former president of the Professional Lawn Care Association of America who gives a unique first-person look at the business.

We’ve also added a department called “Industry Almanac” that will provide a current snapshot of what’s going on in the turf and ornamental business. Again, this department was created with your needs in mind; its purpose is to help you forecast the direction your business or department needs to take, in order to more accurately tune it to the needs of the country.

Becoming ‘interactive’

We’ve added a department called “Reader Feedback” in response to an editorial presentation we heard not long ago by magazine guru Dr. Don Ranly of the University of Missouri. He told us this: “Become more accessible and engaging. The buzzword is interactivity. When you make readers do more, they learn faster and remember better.”

To that end, we introduced our e-mail address two months ago. (And thanks to the dozens of e-mailers who’ve responded.) Starting this month, you’ll have a chance to win a variety of prizes by responding to our questions in the “Reader Feedback” section. And you’ll also be seeing other contests, letters to the editor and “neat stuff” on these pages.

Finally, we’ve all reluctantly updated our portrait photos, at the urging of friends, family and many of you. Very reluctantly.

This, then is the “new” Landscape Management: more of the things you like, and new things we hope you’ll like even better.

Enjoy.
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The Ultimate in What a Mower Can Do.

The New Combo Mulching™ Deck* lets you achieve superior results in varying conditions using the same deck.

Available in 44", 48", 52", 61" and 72" decks.

The "outfront" leader in zero-radius mowers for more than a quarter of a century.

Grasshopper Selectability will change your mind about what a mower can do.

Call today for a demonstration to see what a Grasshopper can do for you!
Reprints of Landscape Management articles, advertisements, news items or special announcements are available through Advanstar Marketing Services. Customized to meet your specific needs, reprints are highly effective when you use them to:

- Develop direct-mail campaigns
- Provide product/service literature
- Create trade show distribution materials
- Present information at conferences and seminars
- Train and educate key personnel, new hires
- Enhance press kits
- Compile reference materials
- Track trends and emerging technologies
“American Cyanamid And I Want to Give You $10,000.”

A. Thomas Perkins, Ph.D.
Business Manager
Professional Turf, Ornamental & Pest Control Products
Introducing new PENDULUM® Plus Fertilizer
And the PENDULUM® LARGE CRABGRASS
Digitaria sanguinalis
ANNUAL BLUEGRASS
Poa annua
CHICKWEED
Stellaria media
KNOTWEED
Polygonum aviculare
GREEN FOXTAIL
Setaria viridis
GIANT FOXTAIL
Setaria faberi
SPURGE
Euphorbia spp.
EVENING PRIMROSE
Oenothera biennis
GOOSEGRASS
Eleusine indica

"Once in a great while, a product comes along that deserves not just a minor mention, but a major announcement. PENDULUM® Plus Fertilizer belongs in that category." - A.Thomas Perkins, Ph.D.

American Cyanamid is so excited about introducing new PENDULUM Plus Fertilizer, we're giving away $10,000 in cash to the ultimate weed picker. PENDULUM brand Pendimethalin has earned a reputation for providing cost-effective, broad spectrum, season-long, preemergent control against many troublesome weeds. And now it's available on quality fertilizers from American Cyanamid, the leading manufacturer of preemergent turf herbicides.

PENDULUM Plus Fertilizer controls all the troublesome weeds that PENDULUM alone does, including crabgrass, goosegrass, foxtail, oxalis and spurge. In fact, it controls every one of the weeds illustrated above and more. So the correct answer to our question is actually "none." Remember that when you're filling out your entry form. It could win you $10,000 in cash!

PENDULUM also offers greater flexibility than ever before, since it is also available in 60 WDG and 3.3 EC sprayable formulations. And now, like all Pendimethalin based products, it's more affordable, thanks to special cash rebates available to you through July 31, 1996.
ULUM® Plus Fertilizer, M Plus Sweepstakes.

SOUTHERN CRABGRASS
Digitaria ciliaris

HOP CLOVER
Trifolium procumbens

BARNYARD GRASS
Echinochloa crus-galli

CUDWEED
Gnaphalium purpureum

FALL PANICUM
Panicum dichotomiflorum

PURSLANE
Portulaca oleracea

LAWN BURWEED
Soliva ptersosperma

HENBIT
Lamium amplexicaule

OXALIS
Oxalis spp.

Having trouble picking the correct weed? Just keep reading.

Broad spectrum. Season-long control. Cost-effectiveness. Flexibility. And a chance to win $10,000 in cash.

Looking for a preemergent herbicide that offers more? We don't think you'll find one.

Sweepstakes Rules: Offer available to professional product end-users only. Distributors or other individuals reselling product not eligible. No purchase necessary. Limit one entry per person. Complete the entire form. Incomplete information will nullify entry. All entries must be postmarked no later than March 10, 1996. Two winners will be selected, one each from the golf course and lawn care industries, from a random drawing to be held March 15, 1996. If prize is not claimed, additional random drawings will be conducted until all prizes are awarded. Estimated odds of winning are 10,000 to 1. The winners will be contacted by telephone and/or mail by an American Cyanamid Representative. All applicable taxes are the responsibility of the winners.

YES, I'D LIKE TO BE A $10,000 WINNER.

NAME ________________________________
TITLE/COMPANY __________________________
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY __________________ STATE __________
ZIP __________________ PHONE ____________

Amount of preemergent herbicide purchased annually:
Preemergent + Fertilizer _______ lb Sprayable Preemergent _______ lb/gal

Brands of preemergent herbicides used in the past year:

Please send me additional information on PENDULUM Plus Fertilizer.
Which of the weeds shown does PENDULUM Plus Fertilizer NOT Control?

Mail this form to: PENDULUM PLUS Sweepstakes, C/O M&B Associates, P.O. Box 3575, Trenton, NJ 08650-3575

© 1996

Circle No. 104 on Reader Inquiry Card
Critical moss

How do you deal with moss problems on the golf course?

—NEW YORK

Moss plants, like many weeds, establish in open areas where turfgrass is not very aggressive. This might be related to cultural practices such as shorter mowing and/or low nitrogen fertilization. Other factors include too much shade, soil compaction, wet conditions due to poor drainage, poor air circulation and improper pH.

Mosses are small, leafy plants which usually grow in large numbers close to each other. They vary in size and do not have roots. However, they have root-like structures which help them attach to soil or other surfaces.

Usually, moss plants begin to grow before bentgrass turns green in the spring. You could consider using 3 to 5 lbs./1000 sq. ft. of hydrated lime in late March to burn back moss. For ease of dry application, lime can be mixed with a sand topdressing. Lime is also helpful if the soil pH is too acidic for optimal turfgrass growth.

Moss problems cannot be satisfactorily managed unless growing conditions for the desirable turfgrass is improved. Consider providing the following:

1) Maintain good soil fertility to help improve turfgrass health and competitive ability. Maintain good nitrogen and potassium in your program.
2) Improve drainage.
3) Provide selective pruning and/or remove dense shade to improve light. This may require removing some less desirable trees.
4) Plant shade-adapted aggressive turfgrass if shade is a factor.
5) Reduce soil compaction with yearly aerification. If you then apply sand topdressing, you create a system of vertical drains that helps water move from the surface.
6) Improve air circulation by removing low-growing branches.
7) Correct soil pH. Moss is tolerant of a wider pH range than turfgrass and can grow in either acidic or alkaline soils.

When these practices fail, consider using one of the three following chemical management options:

• When moss plants are actively growing, directly apply 10 lbs. of ammonium sulfate per 1,000 sq. ft. This treatment may cause some turfgrass to temporarily burn.
• Mix three level tablespoons of powdered copper sulfate in five gallons of water and apply over 1,000 sq. ft. Copper sulfate can stain clothes and non-target areas; therefore, use caution during application.
• Treat the area with herbicides such as Scott’s Goosegrass Control (Betasan/oxidiazon combination), Siduron (Tupersan) or Bentazon (Basagran). Scott’s Goosegrass Control may give the best control; however, it can cause turfgrass discoloration. Tupersan and Basagran may not be as effective, but they are less injurious to turf.

Read and follow label specifications for best results.

Clogged tines

When aerating a green, the tines often clog up, resulting in the core being pushed down into the green rather than ejected. Can this lead to problems by compressing the soil beneath the surface?

—NEW YORK

Yes, clogged tines can cause soil compaction similar to a “spiking” operation. During spiking, soil is pushed down and to the sides of the spiking tool, creating the possibility of lateral as well as downward soil compaction.

Ideally, aeration should remove at least a two-inch core to obtain optimum benefit. If the tines are not penetrating deep enough into the soil or the cores are not being ejected, you may not get any aeration benefits. First, determine the problem:

• Are the tines too small?
• Is the soil too dry or too wet?
• Is the equipment heavy enough?
• Is there too much thatch?

To get maximum benefit out of your aeration operation, make sure that the equipment is in good condition and that the soil is moist but not wet.
With more than 30 attachment choices, you *can Do It All*. Bobcat® attachments are designed, tested and manufactured to Melroe quality standards, and backed by our worldwide dealer network.
Sod: a booming market in America

Millions of American households purchased in excess of $420 million worth of turfgrass sod in 1994, according to a benchmark survey of 72 million households conducted by the Gallup Organization for the Turfgrass Producers International (TPI).

Unfortunately for the professional lawn and landscape market, however, homeowners purchased and installed the sod themselves five times more often than they paid for its installation. Survey findings:
- households that bought sod in 1994: 3.6 million
- average homeowner sod purchase: $76
- total homeowner sod purchases: $272.2 million
- householders who paid to have sod installed: 700,000
- average paid to have sod installed: $205
- total value of sod installed professionally: $148 million

"These results offer real substantiation of the importance American homeowners place on turfgrass and the ease of using sod," says TPI executive director Doug Fender. "While $420 million is just a small fraction of the estimated $25.9 billion spent annually by Americans for their lawn and garden activities, it is certainly significant and meaningful."

When asked about turfgrass sod purchases planned for 1995, 2.2 million households said they planned to make a do-it-yourself sod purchase. But an additional 300,000 indicated that they would employ the services of a professional to install the sod.

Biggest obstacles to growth

Small business owners are having any worries different than small business owners in the green industry. A survey by the Integra Marketing Group found that — not unlike LM’s 1995 “State of the Industry” survey — competition and hiring good people are the biggest obstacles to growth among small businessmen.

Managed health care costs

Health care costs are not as big a concern among small businesses as they were in 1994, which seemed to be a watershed year. There are fewer changes among coverages bought for employees of small businesses this year, according to Arthur Andersen's Enterprise Group and National Small Business United.

Here are comparisons of how small businesses are changing in 1995, compared to 1994 and 1993. Fiscal years run from July of the previous year to July of the current year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Coverage</th>
<th>'92-'93</th>
<th>'93-'94</th>
<th>'94-'95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>changed insurance company</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changed policy to higher deductible</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>switched to HMO or PPO</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>changed to policy with higher co-pay</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instituted managed health care</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increased employee contributions</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduced benefits</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lawn/garden tractor popularity grows by 13.9%...

...could a decrease in professional lawn and landscape maintenance be far behind?

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute predicts a radical increase in domestic purchases of lawn and garden tractors—a statistic that could suggest a slight tightening in the residential lawn maintenance market.

According to OPEI figures, sales of front-engine lawn tractors will increase 13.9% this year to more than 1,235,000 units. The domestic market for riding garden tractors is increasing even faster: 15.6% this year on more than 218,000 units—the first time in history the 200,000 mark has been broached.

Homeowners typically use front-engine lawn tractors and riding garden tractors to mow their own lawns, as opposed to having professional lawn care or landscape maintenance contractors do it.

Purchases of mowers by American homeowners and the professional market, on the other hand, will not reach 1994 levels. Walk-behind powered mowers are expected to experience a 3.3 percent decrease, to 5.8 million units. Domestic sales of rear engine riding mowers are expected to decrease 6.0 percent, to slightly more than 166,000 units.
We’ll keep the pesticide industry from becoming a victim of air pollution.

Ahh, television news in the 90s. Tabloid journalism has sneaked its way onto the airwaves. And the pursuit of facts seems to have been replaced by the pursuit of ratings.

So the specialty pesticide industry needs a media watchdog that not only watches. But that also takes action.

Fortunately, we have one. RISE. Responsible Industry for a Sound Environment. RISE is a coalition of manufacturers, formulators and distributors from all areas of the specialty pesticide business.

In addition to promoting environmental stewardship, RISE makes sure the media doesn’t report misinformation as fact.

We also hold editorial meetings with media decision-makers. And respond to negative articles or broadcasts that are incorrect. We’ve been very successful so far. Not surprising considering what our most powerful weapon is. The truth.

Of course, there’s still a lot more work to do. But rest assured, RISE is up to the task.

Because we know if we eliminate air pollution, the pesticide industry can breathe a lot easier.

1156 15th St., N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20005. ©1995 RISE RISB-0047
Grubs: digging for answers

by RON HALL / Senior Editor

There's nothing fancy about a Harry Niemczyk grub dig. I can say that from first-hand experience.

But you should be excited about what we "diggers" learned this past fall: several new chemical products and one strain of Bt show excellent promise as grub controls.

Some of the control products, the "dig" indicated, provide excellent control in these particular plots. Notable were Bayer's Merit, a strain of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) being readied for market by Mycogen Corp., and a compound submitted jointly by American Cyanamid and Rohm & Haas Co. This last molecule is being described as a molting inhibitor and is scheduled to receive an EPA experimental use permit next season, say sources at the dig.

Here's the discovery process we used:

1) Spade out a small square of earth.

2) Get down on your knees and start crumbling soil from the small chunk of sod.

3) As the soil falls into the plastic kitchen tub, pluck out the plump gray grubs and drop them into what looks like an empty cottage cheese container.

4) Count the grubs, some no larger than the head of a wood match.

"Rep 1, plot 3, no grubs," shouts one of the 15 volunteers, both men and women.

"Rep 1, plot 6, two grubs," shouts another. For two full days, that's the language of the grub dig. Some plots contain many grubs; some contain just a few; some contain none. Diggers yell out what they've found in each square plot.

Dr. Niemczyk records on a clipboard our numbers as he walks among the wooden stakes marking the boundaries of the individual test plots. We're digging to determine the effectiveness of various control products. Technicians applied the products in different formulations and rates to the test plots weeks prior to the dig.

What does what

Some of the products applied to the plots are familiar to us—Dursban, Merit, diazinon, Sevin; some aren't because they've not yet come to market. But as we work, we're not aware which products were applied to which plots. (Nor do we care. We just dig, count, and shout out the number of grubs we've turned up.) Control plots,
Dependability is what lawn care and landscape professionals look for in a preemergence herbicide. And dependability is what you get with the time proven Team® herbicide. Since 1985, Team has proven itself effective at stopping a broad spectrum of troublesome grassy weeds, especially crabgrass.

With the rock solid performance of Team, you can expect consistent, season long control.

Because nothing, pound for pound, prevents crabgrass better than Team, you know you've got a preemergent you can depend on to bring a smile to the face of any customer.

For further information on Team, or any other product in the extensive line of DowElanco products, give us a call at 1-800-352-6776. Always read and follow label directions.

Trademark of DowElanco
A perfect golf gift

Want to out-environmental the environmentalists? How about using stationery made with actual turf clippings collected from golf course greens? Or giving out the stationery at Christmas?

"Golf Paper," manufactured by Four Corners Paper, is the ultimate in recycled golf products. It's available as part of a handsome stationery set.

The catch? It's not cheap. Twenty-seven note sheets and nine envelopes cost $32. Each sheet and envelope are letterpress-printed with one of three historic golf icons: a golfer, a golf ball on a tee and hickory shafted clubs.

"We were going to go with a standard 25 per box," says Christi Ballard of Four Corners. "But everyone felt three 'nines' would be more appropriate—one for the front, one for the back and one for good luck."

For a retailer near you, call (602) 991-2320.
Some areas are more sensitive than others. Lawn care and landscape professionals know Surfian™ herbicide to be gentle over the top of over 200 ornamentals, yet tough on weeds.

Surfian also provides the ideal length of weed control on warm season turfgrass. Surfian controls over 50 weeds, like crabgrass, goosegrass and Poa Annua. Plus, Surfian controls small-seeded broadleaf weeds like chickweed and henbit, weeds that other herbicides just can’t touch. And because Surfian is a gentle herbicide, it is ideal for use near Sensitive-Sites™.

All in all, Surfian is the herbicide to use for even your touchiest customers.

For further information on Surfian, or any other product in the extensive line of DowElanco products, call 1-800-352-6776. Always read and follow label directions.

*Surfian is a trademark of DowElanco
NASA's synthetic soil may mean less fertilizer, pollution on Earth

Imagine a flower bed that needs fertilizer only once every few years yet has a higher annual fertility than is capable with any mix of current fertilizers. And it would have less potential to pollute, to boot.

A soil to allow such fertility may soon come from space. NASA's Johnson Space Center in Houston is working on zeolite soil, a synthetic soil system with the capability of time-releasing nutrients, perhaps over a period of years.

Zeolites are a group of minerals that are found commonly across the western states as chalky, white rock. But they have the ability to adsorb and hold plant nutrients. And they can be engineered to time-release the nutrients, according to NASA's Doug Ming, a researcher at Johnson Space Center.

Zeolite can store nitrogen and potassium; another NASA-developed supplemental mineral called synthetic apatite can similarly store the other essential plant nutrients (phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, sulfur, iron, zinc, manganese, copper, molybdenum, boron and chlorine).

The enriched zeolite and synthetic apatite are mixed together to form the zeolite soil mix, Ming says.

Original research stemmed from a problem of how to grow plants in the lunar soil and turned into a project involving hydroponics—growing plants in a precisely controlled and circulated nutrient-rich water solution—such as was planned to be used aboard spacecraft.

“We have continuously grown wheat in a zeolite soil mix for 225 days and still had 85 to 90 percent of its total fertility left,” Ming says. “With its absorption and holding characteristics, it could provide a cost-effective solution to the increasing problem of pollution from fertilizers and their runoff.”

If commercial concerns can reduce the expense involved in creating the zeolite soil, the potential for widespread use is great, NASA believes. In addition to a type of zeolite soil mix as a fertilizer, just the synthetic apatite could have potential as a fertilizer, providing the secondary and trace nutrients, Ming adds.

Future research may even reduce the need for watering by combining the zeolite soil mix with already-known materials that absorb water from the atmosphere.
Ohio Turfgrass Foundation
Regional Conference and Show

December 5 - 8, 1995
Columbus, Ohio

No matter what your specialty is, you will benefit from attending the 1995 Ohio Turfgrass Foundation Regional Conference and Show. Don’t miss one of the industry’s largest events!

- Golf Course Superintendents
- Lawn Care Operators
- Athletic Field Managers
- Grounds Maintenance Personnel
- Landscapers
- Sod Producers

The industry’s top experts will once again be in Columbus to share the latest in turfgrass research and education. Recertification credits are available from many states!

Industry products and other valuable items will be available for you to purchase at the Silent Auction.

Rush me information on:

- Exhibiting
- Attending
- Membership

Name ______________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______
Zip _______ Phone ________________

Ohio Turfgrass Foundation • PO Box 14824 • Columbus, OH 43214-0824
Phone 614-261-6750 • Fax 614-261-1242

Meet with your fellow turfgrass professionals and industry representatives in an informal breakfast meeting.

Meet prospective employees!

Over 550 booths with the latest in turfgrass equipment, chemicals, and technology await you!

New! Breakfast Roundtables
FINALE KILLS WEEDS IN 1 TO 4 DAYS
Seeing dead weeds proves its effective control. Finale™ gives results in as few as 1 to 4 days, versus the 7 to 14 days required with Roundup®. So why wait when you can use Finale?

Fast and Effective Weed Control
3 Days After Treatment

FINALE EFFECTIVE BROAD SPECTRUM CONTROL
A nonselective herbicide, Finale provides effective control of broadleaves, grasses, sedges, and woody species.
FINALE. ECOLOGICAL FEATURES
Finale degrades rapidly* in the soil into naturally occurring compounds. It has no soil residual activity and there is no root uptake.

FINALE. BECAUSE RESPONSIBLE VEGETATION MANAGEMENT INCLUDES THE ENVIRONMENT

IMPORTANT: Please remember always to read and follow carefully all label directions when applying any chemical.

*Under natural conditions the half-life of Finale in soil and water (DT50) is between 7 and 20 days, depending on temperature, aerobic conditions and microflora.

Roundup is a registered trademark of Monsanto Company.
A Canada goose is wondrous in the air but one of God's most hateful creatures afoot. Noisy. Willful. Aggressive. Get too close to a Canada goose and it'll spread its huge wings, extend its neck like a cobra and hiss with all the menace it can generate.

The late Ken Erhmann hated Canada geese. Ken was in charge of our grounds for about six years prior to this retirement which, unfortunately, he got too few years to enjoy.

It's because of Ken and his successors that the landscape here at the headquarters of Advanstar Communications in suburban Cleveland is a showcase of turfgrass and flowers.

I immediately thought of Ken when the description of a new product, Rejex-It, came across my desk. Apply it to turfgrass (or wherever you need it) and safely repel geese and other waterfowl, say product promoters.

Ken went to incredible lengths to protect our grounds—sometimes employees too—from geese.

It gnawed at him to see geese show such little regard for his handiwork as to rip the turfgrass out by its roots, not to mention the messes they made in the parking lot and on the walkways.

Tom Sprague's in charge of our grounds now. He doesn't like geese any better than Ken did. Tom, however, uses a different strategy.

If Tom decides he's had enough of a particular goose (and he swears he can often tell one from another), he charges it, waving his arms and shouting like a madman. His face is so full of mayhem that the goose immediately takes off.

Tell us how you keep geese from destroying your turfgrass. At least, tell us what you've tried, and how effective it was. If we publish your idea—it doesn't have to be fancy or anything—we'll send you an official Landscape Management baseball cap. (If you've got a turf or landscape problem you'd like to see discussed on this page, tell us.

Canada geese flee when Advanstar grounds manager Tom Sprague approaches. What's your solution to this common problem? It could earn you a free "Landscape Management" baseball cap (see below).

Every other month, we report what readers think about current topics in Landscape Management. Tell us your solution to CHASING GEESE from the property. Tear out or photocopy this page and return it to us. If we use print your answer in the next "Talk Back" column, you'll receive a free high-quality "Landscape Management" baseball cap. Deadline for responses: December 1st. Fax to: (216) 891-2675 Mail to: LM Talk Back, 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44130 E-mail to: 75553.502@compuserve.com

Do/did you have problem Canada geese on your property?
○ Yes COMMENTS
○ No

What methods have proven ineffective in controlling their presence?
COMMENTS

What particular method has proven most effective in controlling their presence, and why?
COMMENTS

Name ____________________________

Company/Organization ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City/State/ZIP ____________________________
What ‘seed bargaining’ is all about

To the editor:

In your August issue, on page 10 you quoted a very good friend of mine and a former co-worker, Dr. Jerry Pepin of Pickseed West. The quote is subheaded, “Uh-oh” and says:

“Perennial ryegrass prices will be up considerably over last year. The Perennial Ryegrass Bargaining Association is a factor this year. But I don’t know how long they will be able to keep prices up, because this is a supply-and-demand industry.”

The PRBA acknowledges that it is the major influencing factor for a higher price to the turf-type perennial ryegrass seed producer for the 1995 crop year.

The average grower price for turf-type perennial ryegrass seed...compares with grower prices paid in the early 1970s. However, the prices for tractors, combines and other equipment have doubled since 1970. Additionally, the seed producer has faced increasing restrictions and regulations in field sanitation techniques and the use of pesticides.

Usage of perennial ryegrass seed in the same period has increased from 116 to 174 million pounds...[thanks to] the strong efforts by the Oregon Ryegrass Growers Seed Commission as well as market promotion by each of the companies.

The only aspect that the PRBA has any influence on is the price of the seed being produced under grower contracts. The seed dealer makes the decision on the acreage they want produced. Neither the PRBA nor the seed grower makes decisions on increasing or decreasing production of varieties being produced under a seed grower contract.

Supply and demand governs the commodity market price, whether it’s speculative or a true market condition.

The PRBA recognizes the importance of the professional turf market. It is not the objective of the PRBA to cause any hardship on any segment of this market. Our objective is to continue production of a high quality product to ensure the ultimate user is provided with seed that is genetically pure, without weed and crop contamination.

We would like to point out that the quality standards of the PRBA’s “Tournament” quality seed are higher than the quality standards for certified seed.

A final objective of the PRBA is to influence a more stable market price that professional turf managers can depend on for the improved turf-type perennial ryegrass varieties.

Check out this issue, Larry. One of the strong points of the new design we’re unveiling this month is that we’re no longer jumping half-stories from page to page. The Ph.D. who reviewed our old design must’ve earned his degree in bad taste!

I would like to thank you for your quick and helpful response to the e-mail I sent you. Your magazine, which I receive free of charge, provides more service than any of the ones I have to pay for. Keep up the good work!

Aside to newcomers in cyberspace: if you get lost, hit the “escape” key. Luckily, we found our way back to Cleveland just in time to get out this month’s special GIE issue. Enjoy.
A combination of power, payload capacity and operating efficiency is the key in landscaping or any other business. And it's GMC TopKick's custom fit that turns your hard work into profit.

**BUILD YOUR OWN TOPKICK.**
Underneath, GMC TopKick offers you a choice of suspensions. For delicate greenery there's a 19,000 lb rear air system available. For fragile cargo, there are lightweight parabolic tapered-leaf springs. For loads that shift or sit up high, conventional multileaf springs are the call. TopKick's frame is a C-channel, Class 8 design. Strong stuff. For a lower deck height, TopKick's available LoPro model gets down to business. Inside, TopKick offers firm seat cushions and lumbar support, folding seatback and refreshing power ventilation.

**WHATEVER THE JOB, YOU CAN PULL IT OFF.**
In any configuration, unleashing the power underneath TopKick's hood is a moving experience. Choose from a 6.0L or 7.0L gas engine or the incredible CAT® 3116 diesel, with a power range from 170 up to 275 horsepower. To get the show rolling, TopKick offers a range of manual and automatic transmissions.
All in all, there's more than enough power-train to move TopKick's range of GVWR's - 18,000 to 61,000 lbs.

WORK GETS DONE. MONEY GETS MADE.
The bottom line is that GMC TopKick offers you the kind of dependability and advanced engineering that keeps your crew moving. The list goes on, just like a GMC TopKick. And so does the limited warranty* which includes two years/unlimited mileage basic coverage. For more information see your GMC Truck dealer, or for a GMC TopKick catalog call 1-800-GMC-TRUCK (1-800-462-8782).

*See your GMC TopKick dealer for terms and conditions of this limited warranty.
SAFETY & STORAGE

Would your shop pass an EPA inspection? Know the mandates for pesticide containment and storage before you build. Here’s an introduction.

Would you pass a Worker Protection inspection for safe chemical storage? If you think you have a problem, you probably do. Money spent before a possible inspection to comply will be saved many times over after the inspection.

Some self-contained sheds can be purchased for as little as $5,000. Tips to remember when storing pesticides:

- Liquid and dry pesticides should be stored in separate areas, away from offices and workshops.
- Primary containment is used for storing and mixing concentrated pesticides. The area must be diked. Flooring should be made of impermeable materials like concrete, synthetic materials and steel with no drain, but curbing to retain spilled materials. The floor and dikes must be treated and/or coated with water-tight, wear-resistant materials that are also resistant to chemical corrosion.
- A ventilator fan that exhausts to the outside of the building is mandatory. The ventilation should go on automatically when the door is opened or the lights turned on.
- Shelving should be expanded metal with corrosion-resistant coating.
- Walls should be made of concrete block or steel, and ceiling materials should be fire-resistant.
- The door should have a lock, and "Warning: Pesticides" signs should be posted.
- Emergency showers, at least one eyewash station and personal safety equipment should be located outside of the storage room an the wall next to the door.
- Finally, a kit with absorbent material (cat litter, soil, etc.), a shovel, a broom and buckets—outside of the storage room—should be readily available in case of a spill.

Secondary containment is used for:
- storing and parking spray rigs or trucks,
- loading or fill operations with dilute pesticide mixes and fertilizers, and
- washing and rinsing pesticide residues from application equipment and vehicles.

Fill times can be reduced when primary and secondary containment areas are integrated correctly. Mishandling and accidental spills can also be reduced, as can unnecessary exposure to staff and wasted products.

A proper containment/storage system protects outside water systems from hazardous materials with a back-flow protection device at the main source.

How you will benefit:
1) $8000-$10,000 in annual chemical waste disposal.
2) Reduced exposure to spills, other accidents and cleanup.
3) Savings and/or reduction of insurance premiums.
4) Environmental benefits, such as reduced or eliminated point source contamination to groundwater, sewer and water systems.
5) Employee safety is enhanced, and the day-to-day business operation is simplified and ordered.


### STORAGE AND SAFETY PRODUCTS FOR THE GREEN INDUSTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Circle No.</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justrite</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>New Drum Management System meets environmental protection requirements and organizes drum storage for maximum safety, efficiency and productivity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Safety Co.</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>Wide variety of products including chemical resistant gloves and clothing, waste disposal and storage containers, spill control, emergency showers, safe lighting and safety training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EarthSafe</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>Above-ground storage tanks for fire safety and environmental regulation compliance when dispensing fuel and storing oil in bulk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elvex Corp.</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Personal protection products to guide against injury from power equipment; hearing protection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety Storage, Inc.</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>Storage building and lockers for hazardous materials. Now with stainless steel interiors for corrosive material storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Technologies</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Spill absorbent materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spraying Systems Co.</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>Teejet Pesticide Safety Kit contains face shield, gloves, apron and a nozzle cleaning brush.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.V. Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Spill absorbent materials in kit form (pads, socks, absorbents, etc.) and complete line of products to identify, contain and treat hazardous spills. Brochures available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In days when every opinion on a certain topic is given a hearing on radio, television or in the newspapers, it's nice to see a group of experts come forward with the absolute last word on a subject, which none will dare dispute or criticize.

That's what we've received from The Ohio State University's Cooperative Extension. Some of the leading turf scientists there—John Street, Karl Danneberger, Bill Pound, Barbara Bloetscher and Joe Rimelspach—have issued a report on the disease pressure exerted on golf courses across the Midwest during the heatwave of 1995.

The report says high soil temperatures were a major cause of root decline and provided, "No opportunity for root regrowth and recovery."

That "No" makes you sit up and take notice. "Hot, humid days and nights," says the report, "provided no relief for turfgrasses..."

Another unqualified "no!"

Is there any hope for the future, when a heatwave will certainly hit us again, you ask? The answer is an unqualified...YES!

Monitoring the weather and knowing the most likely sites for disease development on the golf course are two factors the OSU extension says can help you time and plan fungicide application strategies.

"Once a disease is active, fungicide applications to stop the progress are often ineffective," say the authors. "With many of these diseases, a preventive fungicide program is critical for successful management."

"Green speed may have to be sacrificed for the overall betterment of turf and playability under extreme environmental conditions," say those in the know at OSU (emphasis mine).

Hard answers sometimes mean hard choices. I ask you: Will golfers playing in 100° heat quibble over a measly sixteenth or thirty-second?

Let me know what you think of closing a course for some days—or even half-days—during severe heatwaves. Have you done it? If so, do you lose money, or ultimately save money from less turf repair maintenance?

I'd also like to know how you went about keeping turf alive in the summer of '95, and what you plan to do to prevent damage from heat stress the next time. Because it will happen again. Absolutely.

Call me at (800) 225-4569, ext. 709.
Steady workers a dream come true

The days of ‘political appointments,’ goof-offs are gone at Ridgewood Country Club.

by TERRY MCIVER / Managing Editor

For years, the summer workforce at Ridgewood Municipal Golf Course in Parma, Ohio, was composed of teens whose fathers "knew somebody at city hall."

It was never a surprise when, on a day in early June, a few guys with very little ambition and a strong desire to goof off would mosey onto the course to begin their summer of fun.

"We had our share of misfits," remembers superintendent Ted Benze, who smiles with relief as he describes the changes that took place about eight years ago, after a new city administration took over. At that time, Benze had strongly suggested to the new mayor that politics be left out of golf course crew staffing.

Benze now relies on a dozen retirees to round out his peak-season staff of 22, and he praises the work ethic and dependability of the older men.

"Before," remembers Benze, "you'd get seasonal help and you couldn't keep them year after year. There was constant retraining. Now, I've got one guy who cuts greens, one guy who cuts fairways, right on down the line. The one who takes care of the greens mowers has been here eight years."

Ridgewood is located smack-dab in the middle of Cleveland's largest suburb. Main roads pass less than 100 yards from the clubhouse and along the number 10 and 11 fairways. The city's biggest shopping mall is about 500 feet away.

**Disease hits hard**

Benze says the heat wave of '95 didn't seriously affect Ridgewood's turf until the end of August, but when it hit, it hit with a vengeance.

"I usually buy pesticides out of season, but this summer was one of the few times we bought during the summer, due to the disease pressure," says Benze.

"There will always be a year like this year, where you get some surprises. At one time [during the heatwave] I had something I thought was sum-
mer patch; but I checked it up so fast that I’m not positive it was summer patch, or a form of anthracnose, or the two working together. I went out there with six ounces of Cleary’s 3336, which everybody was trying, and it worked for me.

“Mercury would have knocked it down,” insists Benze, “but it’s not labelled to use anymore. That’s why you see a lot of these things showing up that never did before. You haven’t been able to use mercury during the summer for 15 years now. You can use it during winter only, for snow mold control.”

**Designing to aid playability**

Benze has modified the course design considerably during his 15 years at Ridgewood. The back nine is now the front nine, a change which was made based on player preference and general playability.

“We’ve added blue tees, and an irrigation system (see sidebar) and enlarged the fourth tee, which used to be the 14th.”

One hole on the front nine was decommissioned, and a new hole was added in its place, primarily as a way to shorten the walk between two holes which were very far apart (a player peeve for many years).

Benze buys good trees at bargain prices in late summer from a local nursery known for its end-of-summer clearance sales, such as red maples for $30. He also grows trees in a small nursery near the maintenance shop.

---

**New irrigation system a double-row wonder**

A new Buckner “Genesis” double-row irrigation system installed at Ridgewood Golf Course two years ago has made water management much more efficient.

Superintendent Ted Benze decided to use city water as the source for the system, after determining that a nearby lake contained too much septic and salt content. The lake has since been cleaned, but it still lacks sufficient volume.

Pressure drop is one of the challenges you face when you draw from a water source that also supplies a city of 88,000 people, especially during a heat wave, but the new system helps Benze adjust run times easily to compensate.

“Last year I had 120 pounds of pressure coming in from the city,” recalls Benze. “This year I was lucky to have 57 pounds.

“The Buckner Genesis has been a big asset. Last year I was able to pump close to 1000 gallons per minute. This year, because of the pressure coming in to the place I could only pump 600. If it wasn’t for the convenience in changing the program around, I would never have been able to do it easily. I can change run times or lanes in less than 20 minutes. Using city water was still the best way to go.”

The area from tees to fairways is covered by single-row irrigation; fairways are covered by a double-row configuration.

C.J. Colein & Associates of Rochester, Mich., designed the configuration.

“I would recommend anyone—public, private or municipal golf course—to go that route,” attests Benze.

“Carol Colein came up with a bid package and a system that fit our needs, and it turned out better than we expected.”

---

**THATCH MANAGEMENT!**

**THATCH BUSTER**

Cellulose Decomposing Enzyme

**PERVADE**

Superior, Biodegradable Penetrant

**MAXIPLEX**

Non-solvic humic soil amendment for improved microbial activity

**FLORATINE**

Creative Solutions for Turfgrass Management

179 So. Main/Collierville, TN 38017

(901) 853-2898

Circle 106

—T.M.
Learning by doing

by TERRY MCIVER / Managing Editor

Dan Hall’s prescription for fast greens: ‘If I have a big event coming up on a Sunday, I topdress lightly on Tuesday or Wednesday. Then we single-mow on Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, and double-mow on Friday, Saturday and Sunday mornings.’

You can’t tell Daniel Hall, Jr.’s story without first saying something about his dad. D. Lester Hall, Sr. began working on courses in 1915, when the only “utility vehicle” was a good, strong mule or plowhorse.

He developed U-3 and Hall Superior bermudagrasses, and helped build Atlanta’s Peachtree Golf Course.

Hall Jr., 68, learned the art, craft and science of golf course turf management from working with his dad, and, later, from his own study and experimentation. A few continuing-education credits were added along the way to dot the i’s and cross the t’s, but the wealth of his knowledge has come from the doing.

There isn’t an area of turf management to which Hall hasn’t applied his own methods, intuition and common sense. He’s taken what he’s needed from all the theories and let the rest go dormant.

Peachtree, San Jose, Imperial and Savannah are just some of the golf courses he’s walked and rode, seeded and hoed.

Hall has been the superintendent at Serenoa Golf Course in Sarasota, Fla. since it opened in 1989.

A public-fee course in a neighborhood of more than 30 public courses, Serenoa holds its own against the competition. Thanks to Hall, his crew, and club president and pro Jim Owen, Serenoa is known as the best-conditioned course in Sarasota. It’ll host about 70,000 rounds of golf, in this, its sixth year of operation.

Working with the weather

Stormy weather has made mole cricket control especially challenging.

“This is the worst year I’ve had for mole crickets only because the pastureland around the course has been flooded,” says Hall. “They used red-eye fly (a predator form of biological control) out here four or five years ago; last year and the year before we didn’t have any mole crickets.”

Hall spot-treats with control products only when mole cricket or other pest populations warrant.

Eighty-plus inches of rain pelted the course from June to October, which altered Hall’s usual fertility program.

“This year, with the rains, I put out about 18 pounds of nitrogen per 1000 square feet. Normally, I run about 12 to 16 pounds, depending on rainfall.

“Potash is more essential than nitrogen, as far as I’m concerned,” Hall explains, “in a ratio of almost 1:3. But then, I don’t use any potash until mid-October, when the overseeding starts to show.”

Hall believes in the value of Milorganite as a nitrogen source.

“It’s clean, it’s easy to apply, and it will not burn except under sheer, stupid misuse. It absorbs heat and energy, it’s got carbohydrates, amino acids and nitrogen; it’s not going to release if the ground temperature is much below 72 degrees, because the bacteria’s not working. It serves the same purpose as charcoal, and the golfers don’t complain about it.”

Serenoa is home to a thriving wildlife. Deer
roam the course in the early mornings to nibble on sugar-rich bermudagrass. Eagles and heron nest on the course, and live off fish from Serenoa's 83 acres of lakes.

Well-respected
in changing times

Hall has always won the respect of co-workers and employers, thanks to his air-tight knowledge of the business and a no-nonsense style.

Throughout his career, he's usually been able to convince golf course owners, club presidents and whomever else was his boss at the time that the way of the experienced superintendent is the only way to care for a golf course.

As the jargon of golf has expanded to include terms such as "bottom line," "profit-and-loss statement," and "stockholder dividends," Hall believes it's important that superintendents—largely at the private courses—communicate clearly what corners must not be cut in the interest of profits.

The status quo, says Hall, has become "saving money," which can be bad for a work environment and bad for turf.

He quotes turf research legend O.J. Noer: "A golf course is no place to waste money, but it's also no place to save money."

"And Noer also calculated that for every dollar a course saves off bottom line in salary, it costs them $3 to $7 per year."

The member syndrome

"You take the most prominent people in the community—doctors, lawyers, businessmen, judges; it doesn't make any difference who they are," explains Hall. "Normally, those are the better-educated people in the community. As a general rule, they're also the most affluent people in the community, who donate the most time in areas of leadership for charitable institutions. And they do a lot of good.

"But for some reason, the minute they become a member of a board of directors of a private country club...you start to get political factions. Some want to renovate, and some don't want to renovate...And guess who's always in the middle of it? The superintendent!"

Hall estimates the average tenure at a Florida golf course to be about five-and-a-half years.

"Some younger fellows are also being squeezed out," he says. "Some are now selling equipment. They became disenchanted. Many would not go to work for a private course for any salary."

Member apathy for the superintendent's plight doesn't bode well for Florida superintendents who have had to deal with up to 100 inches of rain this summer.

"When them Yankees start coming down from the East Coast into the Naples/Ft. Myers/Sarasota area, and find that the golf courses are not in the condition they normally have been in, there's gonna be hell raised. There'll probably be guys who'll lose their jobs.

"That's why I would never work at another private golf course, especially in Florida."

Balance responsibilities

Today's "do-it-all" superintendent, says Hall, wants to give equal attention to all areas, which isn't always easy.

"If he's someone who is naturally most adept at growing grass, he'll spend more time on the appearance of the grass."

"And I don't care how smart you are. Whatever area you focus your attention on, other areas have got to go lacking. There are very few people who can oversee that infinite number of specialties."

Hall plans to work at Serenoa until it dries up and blows away, which is unlikely to happen, with all the rain they've had down there.

The point is, he will not retire. That's one of the traits of many superintendents from Hall's generation. Their "What's life without work?" philosophy is hard to dispute.

If you want to really ruin Dan Hall's day, tell him he's got to stay inside. Hall, left, insists that a superintendent has to be out on the golf course every day. 'When you get to be a manager, you lose contact with the people. You're in the office with the paper, the computer and the telephone.'

If you want to really ruin Dan Hall's day, tell him he's got to stay inside. Hall, left, insists that a superintendent has to be out on the golf course every day. 'When you get to be a manager, you lose contact with the people. You're in the office with the paper, the computer and the telephone.'

If you want to really ruin Dan Hall's day, tell him he's got to stay inside. Hall, left, insists that a superintendent has to be out on the golf course every day. 'When you get to be a manager, you lose contact with the people. You're in the office with the paper, the computer and the telephone.'
A new cutting-edge program for controlling brush along highways actually involves cutting back: it’s cheaper to spray once than it is to continuously mow.

The program, known as “Brush Busters,” is being developed by Dr. Darrell Ueckert and Dr. Allan McGinty, Texas Agricultural Extension Service range scientists. The new approach is being funded through Texas A&M University with a $222,000 contract from the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT).

“Brush Busters is a newly-packaged, common-sense brush control concept that uses proven chemical methods to selectively remove noxious plants without harming nearby desirable vegetation,” Ueckert explains. “The funding is for developing uniform, statewide guidelines and procedures for use by TxDOT maintenance personnel. We plan to refine our new Brush Busters program to meet TxDOT needs.”

The main target is the mesquite tree. And while mesquite wood may be in hot demand elsewhere as a flavorful fuel source for backyard barbecues, in the Lone Star State wild mesquite trees are an ongoing problem.

“They’re considered a hazard to motorists,” says Ueckert. The thorns find their way into tires, and the trees inflict serious damage to a vehicle that crashes into them. Some species of thorned shrubs are known for their ability to safely ease a careening car to a stop—but mesquite is not among those. “Most motorists, when they fall asleep and run off the road, wake up,” Ueckert observes, “but if they were to run into a thicket of mesquite, they would not wake up.”

Mesquite infests some 51 million acres of Texas land, including much of the 1.42 million acres of highway rights of way along the state’s 78,000 miles of roads.

A natural appreciation

TxDOT’s major goal is to maintain a roadside “native prairie” for each site or region across the state. Ueckert says this reflects the appreciation for aesthetics, wildlife habitat, soil stabilization and watershed values of prairie vegetation as well as the safety concerns for motorists and TxDOT crews. “The public loves to see bluebonnets and other native wildflowers along the roadside,” Ueckert notes.

“You can’t have a native prairie brimming with wildflowers when it’s choked with mesquite,” adds McGinty. The conventional control of mowing is not successful, and in fact, mowing makes mesquite worse.

It costs $18 an acre to mow, and any mowing program must be repeated several times a season. “If you cut it off, mutilate it or burn it, you’ll have more of a problem,” according to Ueckert. “The plant will change from a single-stem tree plant to a multiple-stemmed shrub.” Also, mowing mesquite creates more thorns that are just waiting to imbed themselves in a passing motorist’s tire.

It costs just $7 an acre to apply chemical controls for mesquite on rangeland. The actual finan-
cial figures are not yet in for median strip applications, but Ueckert and McGinty see sizable savings on the horizon.

Two techniques are being applied under the chemical control program, which uses triclopyr and clopyralid:

1) The stem spray method. The lower 12 inches of the plant is sprayed with a mixture of 15 percent triclopyr and 85 percent diesel fuel. “This can be done any time of the year, but it’s more effective when temperatures are high,” says Ueckert.

2) The leaf spray method. Using 0.5 percent triclopyr and 0.5 percent clopyralid, the materials are mixed with 5 percent diesel fuel in water, plus a commercial emulsifier or liquid dish soap. “The leaf spray can only be applied during the growing season—June through September.”

The equipment needs are minimal.

Ueckert applies the leaf spray only during the June-September growing season.

“You can use a $25 spray rig,” Ueckert points out. “The backpacks work fairly well if your brush is dense.”

A three-person crew can be highly cost-effective when assigned to an all-terrain vehicle equipped with a 14- to 20-gallon tank with three hoses. Two walk and spray while the driver drives and sprays. “You can cover a lot of ground with those. You can cover a 40-foot swath.”

Less herbicide is used when compared with broadcast applications. “The key thing is that it’s low impact” on desirable species and the environment, Ueckert says.

Plans are afoot to augment the ATVs with a speedy device called the “Brush Robot.”

“We want to automate this even more,” Ueckert reports. “These sensors feel the brush and activate the spray nozzle,” he explains. “You’re putting the herbicide directly on the target and you have very little contact with wildflowers or prairie grasses.”

Best of all are the savings to Texas taxpayers: “Chemical controls will only need to be applied every three or four years.” This is a big improvement over multiple mowings that don’t even work and result in additional hazards to the traveling public. Says Ueckert: “Instead of growing more thorns, we want to kill them.”

—Terry McIver

Turf 101: hot + humid = disease pressure in the summer

July and August was a rough time for golf course turf across the Midwest this year.

The reason: the summer’s “Extreme Environmental Conditions,” as reported by turf scientists from the Ohio State University.

Air and soil temperature went way beyond the ideal ranges, for multiple days at a time, putting intense pressure on cool-season root systems. With the root systems weakened, the turf was unable to combat disease pathogens.

Soil temperatures, which are ideal in the 50-60°-range, rose to 100° F at midday. According to OSU scientists, bentgrass will not initiate new roots when soil temperatures exceed 90° F.

“High soil temperatures resulted in root decline and no opportunity for root regrowth and recovery,” reports OSU.

In heavy rainfall, oxygen was pushed from the soil, and roots were suffocated. Extensive dieback and complete turf failure occurred so suddenly, that according to OSU professors, superintendents were able to fix complete turf failure to a specific date and time.

Fertilize for winter survival

Richard Buckley, director of Rutgers University’s Plant Diagnostic Lab, says it’s essential that golf greens and ornamental plants are well-fed for winter.

According to Buckley, most of the drought-related problems he examined took the form of summer patch and anthracnose.

“Summer patch pushed turf to the limit,” says Buckley, “and turf wasn’t able to meet the transpiration demands necessary for survival.”

Unfortunately, trees and new plants are going to show the effect of summer stress, come spring, says Buckley, even if those plants were well-irrigated during and after the heat wave.

“Plants don’t respond as well to irrigation as they do to regular rainfall,” says Buckley, who says he saw some early leaf drop in areas of Pennsylvania, New York and Connecticut. □
Designing from middle tees provides fair test for all golfers

by LESLEE JAQUETTE

In the early days of golf course design, the process usually started from the tournament tees and worked forward. Consequently, shots from the forward tees were more prone to crossing hazards and forced carries. Hitting from a hastily-added women’s tee was indeed a trying feat.

The new LPGA International course in Daytona Beach, Fla., breaks with that design tradition. It has been designed completely from the middle tees, and has proven to be a fair test for the best women players. All tee areas, from front to back, have been carefully designed and placed. Strategically-placed bail-out areas and greens give golfers of every level a challenging and fun golfing experience.

Dr. Jones on call

The LPGA course was designed by Rees Jones, and opened in July of 1994.

Known as “The Open Doctor,” Jones has rehabilitated several courses for U.S. Open play, and was recently chosen to remodel Pinehurst No.2—the Donald Ross masterpiece—for the 1999 Open. The most highly regarded Ross works are his original designs at Haig Point on Daufuskie Island, S.C. (“Best New Private Course, 1992) and Sandpines in Florence, Ore. (Best New Public Course, 1993).

Pam Phipps, director of golf for the LPGA, says Jones was chosen not only for his expertise, but because he listens. According to Phipps, Jones sought the opinion of several women professionals before he finalized the design.

“What we have created at LPGA International,” says Jones, “is a true tournament-caliber course that can also be enjoyed by less-than-tournament-caliber players.”

Tee area to spare

The intent and scope of the course is evident. Jones uses elevated tees for all five levels to allow for a huge range of player ability, allowing the course to be played from 5,134 to 7,088 yards. Increasingly, the tees are placed in directions and at distances appropriate with the average golfer at each level of play. For example, on No.5, the back tees are raised high enough to permit the better golfers to carry over a wetlands trap. The ladies’ pro tee exacts the ability to carry 100 yards over the perimeter of the wetlands. The golf tee forces minimal water contact, and the red tee has no forward water hazard, only wetlands to the sides of the fairway.

“With this method of placement, we find the ladies can hit the same area as the guys off the longer tees,” says Phipps. “It’s fair—the way it should be.”

Every hole hole allows for a pitch and roll to the green. This spares ground players the threat of landing in Jones’s signature bunkers on each side of the greens.

Jones-style bunkers add interest and aesthetics to the course, and make it a great spectator course. Each green has five target areas. If you miss your first putt, the bowls and undulations of
the green can wreak havoc with a putt.

Due to the acres of wetlands around the course, most holes are fairly straightforward.

A second 18 holes designed by Arthur Hills will be built starting in January and playable the following year. In contrast to Jones's links style, Hills' design includes more doglegs and large pine trees. Without the dramatic elevated greens and tees and mounds, the Hills course will be contoured but flatter looking.

Managing the LPGA

The new LPGA International is big, beautiful and demanding. Not only for golfers, but also for its superintendent, Mark Heater. With 250 acres of expansive wetlands, 16 miles of curbed cement cartpaths, and bunkers the size of Rhode Island, the course is a maintenance challenge.

Heater's biggest headaches are caused by the weather. Florida's infamous thunderstorms and gusty winds can greatly disrupt the 115 sand traps. The largest sand bunker on the course is 30,000 sq. ft.

Edging the bunkers is a nightmare in itself, Heater notes. Keeping the entire course edged in medium shape requires 100 man-hours a week; the cartpaths require 250 man-hours to edge. A crew of 25 is divided into thirds, and each third works a 40-hour, five-day shift. Shifts run Tuesday through Saturday; Sunday through Thursday; and Monday through Friday.

An unexpected problem is damage caused by armadillos burrowing for mole crickets. "They wear us out," Heater says. All he can do is chase the critters away and fill in the holes.

Two of Heater's favorite pieces of equipment are a Jacobsen 3810 four-wheel drive mower for mounded areas, and a Soil Reliever deep-tine aerifier that can take whatever punishment the operator can dish out.

A former superintendent at Grand Cypress Resort in Orlando, Heater manages the largest irrigation system in Florida. Using a Toro LTC system, the LPGA course has 2,400 sprinkler heads. In the summer, the system distributes one million gallons of water per night; in the winter, 600,000 gallons a night. Located adjacent to the city's new water treatment facility, the course uses reclaimed water for irrigation.

Dormant seeding sprouts quick results in spring

Dormant seeding is the process of planting turfgrass seed when soil temperatures are too low for germination.

Kevin J. Ross, superintendent at Falmouth (Maine) Country Club, has tried dormant seeding and likes the speed of springtime establishment.

"The first step in the seed germinating process is when water is absorbed by the seed," he notes. "The second step is when the seed undergoes a swelling which initiates several biochemical and morphological events. These steps ultimately result in the development of a seedling turfgrass plant."

Because the seed is partially germinated in the fall, it is four to six weeks ahead of spring-planted seed.

Ross suggests dormant seeding might be used in the following areas:

—on divots in tees and fairways at the end of the season. In Ross' part of the country, that is done between November 8-12, based on a test plot experiment he conducted.
—greens and other areas subject to winter kill.
—clubs on a bentgrass fairway conversion program might want to experiment with dormant seeding, suggests Ross.

"The Poa annua is at its weakest stage in the spring (if it survives the winter) and dormant-seeded bentgrass can compete very successfully with injured or stunted Poa annua," Ross says.

"We have also experimented with spraying Roundup in areas of poa infestation just prior to turfgrass dormancy, then dormant slice seeding bentgrass in these areas and had remarkable success. Dormant seeding helps Ross out in an area which has a short growing season. But he cautions superintendents to experiment before using it on a large area of turf. Timing, he says, is essential.

—Adapted from Seed Research of Oregon's Seed Researcher.
Ever wonder why you’re in this business? Ever tried putting it into words? Mike Schiller has wondered. He’s been able to put his thoughts to words—and rather well, at that.

“Being a Cubs fan and going down to Wrigley Field as a kid, I always watched what the groundskeepers were doing,” Schiller remembers. “If you don’t mind work and like to be outside, it’s a great business. We’re kind of urban farmers planting things for future generations. And it’s like an addiction. Once it gets in your blood, you can’t get rid of it.

“We’re not going to get rich, but we’re leaving greenspace for future generations.”

Schiller—assistant superintendent of parks and planning for Schaumberg, Ill.—likes to solve problems. And with a park system of 100 acres spread over 26 square miles, he runs into plenty of them.

“This business is not static,” he observes. “You never know what you’re going to do from day to day, or what problems you’re going to run into. I like to consider myself a good problem solver. When somebody tells me I can’t do something, I like to find a way to do it. And I like to find new and better ways to do things.” It helps that Schiller is blessed with capable employees, “people who can do almost anything.” The expertise on hand runs even into the winter months.

“Snow is a top priority in the winter,” Schiller notes, “especially at our community centers. I’ve never seen a crew that does a better job of keeping sidewalks and parking lots clean and safe.”

Schiller’s supervisor is Dan Otto, superintendent of parks and planning. Jeff Richards is in charge of landscape construction crews and the horticulture crew, while John Gerker heads up the mowing and trimming crews, and coordinates special events maintenance tasks.

Schaumberg’s parks include 40 baseball infields, 13 soccer fields and 60 playground sites. Seven new baseball infields and four new soccer fields are due in 1996. “I kind of watch over the playgrounds,” he notes. “Special events are also a high priority. We take care of all the recreation staff’s needs.”

“We mow about 200 acres a week. We mow athletic fields two times a week, but the main fields are mowed once a day,” says Schiller, who has two associate degrees from Hartford College in Palatine, Ill., and served in the U.S. Air Force where he did much the same as he does today.

The Schaumberg parks department uses 15- and 16-foot gang mowers for productivity’s sake, because many areas—including ballfields—are large.

“We also do broadleaf weed control, but we can’t afford to do much disease control or anything,” says Schiller. “It always seems as though one of our guys is out seeding somewhere. We overseed with new grasses and let them grow through it. Then, we try to keep the grass healthy and growing so it can tolerate all the use.”

Some of Schiller’s recommendations that have worked over the past year:

PROBLEM AREAS: “With 105 sites over 26 square miles, it’s hard to see everything. We hope other people will be our eyes. You listen to the public and your recreation staff all the time. You try to serve their needs. If something’s not right, people will tell you.”

GEESE: “We just bought a puppy—Lucy—and found she’s the best way to keep geese away. Each goose leaves behind a quarter-pound (of ‘dirt’) a day and you can’t clean it up because it’s greasy and gooky and dirties up athletic fields. The dog won’t...
GCSAA announces officer nominees for 1996

Bruce R. Williams has been nominated for the presidency of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America. The association's 1996 election of officers and directors is scheduled for Saturday, February 10, during its annual meeting at the GCSAA International Golf Course Conference and Show in Orlando, Fla.

Williams is superintendent at Bob O'Link Golf Club in Highland Park, Ill., and is currently serving as vice president of GCSAA.

The nominee for vice president is Paul S. McGinnis, CGCS, of Union Hills Country Club in Sun City, Ariz.

Nominees for secretary/treasurer are Dave Fearis, CGCS, of Blue Hills Country Club, Kansas City, Mo.; and George Renault III, CGCS, of Burning Tree Club in Bethesda, Md.

Six candidates are up for election to two director posts: Paul A. Dermott, CGCS, of Oakdale Golf & Country Club in Downsviwe, Ontario, Canada; Ken Mangum, CGCS, of Atlanta Athletic Club in Duluth, Ga.; Samuel Snyder VII, CGCS, of Hercules Country Club, Wilmington, Del.; Robert J. Tillema, CGCS, of Sherwood Forest Golf Club, Sanger, Calif.; Michael Wallace, CGCS, of Hop Meadow Country Club in Simsbury, Conn.; and R. Scott Woodhead, CGCS, of Valley View Golf Club, Bozeman, Mont.

Georgia Turfgrass Foundation earns golf industry support

The Georgia Turfgrass Foundation Trust reports contributions from the state's golf industry associations surpassed $15,000 for 1995.

"GTFT is truly coming into it's own, with meaningful research and projects that the industry is supporting," says Mark Hoban, GTFT president. For information on tax-deductible donations to GTFT, call GTFT at (404) 975-4123.

The course construction has served as a training ground for students in Delhi's turfgolf course operations; horticulture; landscape contracting; and landscape architectural technology programs.

According to Dominic Morales, professor and plant science program director at Delhi College, more than 20 green industry companies have donated equipment, supplies and services in excess of $200,000 to help finance the project.

hurt the geese, but the geese take flight when they see her."

MORALE: "This summer, the toughest thing was keeping the staff healthy because it was so hot. Went through several hundred gallons of Gatorade. And we let the crews take more frequent breaks, as long as they got the job done."

PRODUCTIVITY: "Our mowing guys are more productive when they can work longer hours on a jobsite, so we're on a four-day work week, 10 hours a day."

PITCHER'S MOUNDS: "We're using a polymer/clay combination called Flexiclay. It holds up well in wetness. Our Eric McMann will rebuild the pitcher's mound in the fall. He says that it takes him one hour to add the Flexiclay and it saves him 50 hours the next summer. It's only $11 a bag, so it's well worth it." LM
As branch manager for TruGreen/ChemLawn in the Houston, Texas area, Charlie Fallis faced a season full of customer complaints about brown patch. Once nights begin to cool off in mid-August, the region’s predominantly St. Augustine grass lawns are highly susceptible to rhizoctonia (commonly known as brown patch).

"I'd say a good 80 percent of our customers' yards have brown patch in them each year," notes Fallis. "The disease starts off as small, brown circles with leaves appearing wet or soaked. As it progresses, the circles get to be the size of a plate and then a trash lid, and it can take over the whole yard. The sheath of the leaf dies and you can just pull the dead grass away. It gets pretty ugly."

Since TruGreen/ChemLawn has a free service-call policy, the company lost revenue each fall by having to spot-treat customers’ lawns in an attempt to control brown patch. "We used a variety of chemical controls, but we really didn’t feel confident we even reduced the disease that much," adds Fallis. "I tried to concentrate on cultural controls, telling customers to control watering, mow at the right height, keep a sharp mower blade and fertilize at optimum levels. But it’s hard to get people to follow your advice."

If Jaynes could convince customers to limit watering their lawns in the fall, brown patch occurrence could be reduced dramatically, he says. Cultural controls work hand-in-hand with chemical controls to reduce disease outbreak.

"Brown patch is much worse in our area than farther north," he adds.

One solution

Last year, the Houston branches of TruGreen/ChemLawn used Prostar 50WP fungicide for brown patch control. The company tried the product on a limited basis in 1993 and found that it did a terrific job on brown patch, Fallis says. Used either preventively or curatively, it provided control for 14 to 21 days.

"Prostar is the most effective product we’ve ever used for brown patch," says Bob Jaynes, TruGreen/ChemLawn field service manager. "I’d say it reduced our callbacks by about 80 percent. [It] works so well that after we treat an area it dries up so effectively that customers are noticing the difference."

Routine lawn care for Houston area TruGreen/ChemLawn customers means seven applications each year. Since preventive disease control costs extra, Fallis and his employees had difficulty selling the service. But now more customers are requesting it.

Other headaches

Other seasonal lawn care challenges in the Houston area include gray leaf spot, Virginia buttonweed and dallisgrass. Though TruGreen/ChemLawn has found effective products to use on the first two problems, there is no registered pesticide to control dallisgrass in St. Augustine turf.

"It’s one of those situations where you have to tell your customers they need to pull a few weeds in spite of paying for a lawn service," says Jaynes.

"Sometimes they don’t like that."
Getting the most out of your mowers

by JERRY ROCHE / Editor-in-Chief

In the last five years, I’ve seen some of the largest contractors in the country go broke,” claims industry consultant Jim Huston. “It’s been because they haven’t had a handle on equipment costs.”

Actually, Huston notes, equipment costs are just one small part of the bigger picture of estimating and bidding jobs, which should be a three-step process.

**Phase I** costs are those incurred for producing the end product: material, labor, equipment costs and sub-contracting costs.

**Phase II** costs are “general condition” costs: those required by the job but not part of the finished product.

**Phase III** costs are mark-ups. They include sales taxes, labor burden (paid holidays, FICA, etc.); overhead recovery (rent, advertising, etc.); contingency factors and costs; and net profits.

“These can come to about $10 per hour for installation jobs and about $5 per hour for maintenance jobs.”

“Phases I and II are direct costs, Phase III indirect costs,” Huston contends. “Direct costs are a piece of cake to estimate, but when it comes to overhead, there’s a lot of heated discussion.”

For instance, how are the costs measured? To what line are they allocated? And how do you, as owner, control them?

“Every cost you have should fit somewhere,” Huston says. “Otherwise, you have a leak in your organization.” He told landscapers in Louisville, Ky., last summer (during the Power Equipment Expo) that he consulted for one company that had a $300,000 “leak” per year for 10 years.

Computers are not the total answer, either.

“Most of the programs don’t understand how complex estimating is,” he contends.

**Equipment costs**

There are three components to equipment costs: acquisition, maintenance and full costs per hour.

For the purpose of determining acquisition cost, you take purchase price plus interest minus salvage value, divided by the projected price of the piece of equipment in years.

Maintenance costs applied to the estimating process are insurances, lube & oil, tires and other maintenance costs divided by the projected life in years.

“For a pick-up truck,” Huston reveals, “equipment costs total about $3.50 per hour, based on a life of 8,320 hours.” For larger equipment like backhoes and tractors, and smaller equipment like mowers, Huston says you should calculate costs by engine running time rather than mileage or life in years. Lifetime maintenance costs for a...
tractor, he says, should run about the cost of a new tractor.

Be careful when calculating mower costs, though. "A lot of fascinating things are happening in the small engine market," he cautions. "Engine life is very important to track. Equipment costs are extremely dynamic and if you're handling the equipment wrong, it can really increase your costs."

If you calculate equipment costs correctly, Huston notes, it should approximate 60 percent of the cost of renting the same piece of equipment.

**Cost per unit**

One of the keys to knowing mower costs is the ability to calculate costs per "unit" for a particular mower. The "unit" should be determined by your most common unit of measurement. If you're doing small home lawns, the "unit" is 1,000 sq. ft. If you're doing large landscapes, golf courses or athletic fields, the "unit" is acre.

"In order to save money, but not necessarily cut capital costs, the [mower] must minimize time and labor costs," according to an article in the Sports Turf Newsletter written by Mike Bladon of the grounds department at the University of Guelph (Canada). Considerations he lists:

- Does it have engine power to cut heavy grasses at high ground speed?
- Does it have trimming capacity?
- Does it float to avoid scalping?
- Does it have adequate traction and side-hill stability?
- Does it have a sturdy frame construction?

According to Bladon, the biggest cost of operating a mower is labor—about 50% of the total cost of mowing. Interestingly enough, purchase price comprises just 10 percent of the cost of mowing. Other costs: maintenance, 15 percent; fuel, 9 percent; downtime, 10 percent; investment, 6 percent.

**A three-year formula**

Ron Lauchnor of Gravely Tractor, speaking at the Louisville Expo a few years ago, came up with an accompanying chart listing "return" for various types of mowing equipment.

Lauchnor calculated acres per hour by multiplying deck width by cutting speed and dividing by 10. He then extrapolated weekly gross profits from doing 30 typical jobs per week at what you might charge for that job. By subtracting costs (salaries, fuel, insurance, equipment and overhead) such as Huston notes above, Lauchnor comes up with net profits for one week using each piece of equipment. Assuming a 25-week production season, he then calculates a three-year return on the piece of equipment.

As you can see from the accompanying chart, any type of machine can bring you profits, if used properly and kept in constant use.

"If you understand the numbers, they're powerful data when it comes to negotiating," Huston says. "If you're making money now, don't panic—you're doing well. But costs could become a serious issue. Calculate and validate your costs, then compare your bidded costs to your actual costs." *LM*

---

**EVALUATING MOWERS FOR PROFIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mower</th>
<th>Initial cost</th>
<th>Acres/Hr.</th>
<th>Jobs/Wk.</th>
<th>Fee/Job</th>
<th>Gross/Wk.</th>
<th>Costs/Wk.</th>
<th>Net/Wk.</th>
<th>3-Yr. Return</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21&quot; push</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td>$175</td>
<td>$275</td>
<td>$20,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40&quot; rider</td>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$550</td>
<td>$41,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42&quot; rider w/bagger</td>
<td>$6200</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$30</td>
<td>$900</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$700</td>
<td>$52,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50&quot; rider</td>
<td>$3600</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$1050</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$800</td>
<td>$60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60&quot; rider (slower)</td>
<td>$6400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$1800</td>
<td>$350</td>
<td>$1450</td>
<td>$108,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60&quot; rider (faster)</td>
<td>$8400</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$2100</td>
<td>$400</td>
<td>$1700</td>
<td>$127,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72&quot; rider</td>
<td>$14,500</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$2400</td>
<td>$450</td>
<td>$1950</td>
<td>$146,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144&quot; tractor</td>
<td>$19,500</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>$500</td>
<td>$2500</td>
<td>$187,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acres/Hr. = width x cutting speed x 10
Jobs/Wk. = if mower is kept busy all week
Fee/Job = typical fees charged to customers
Gross/Wk. = Jobs/Wk. x Fee/Job
Costs/Wk. = labor, fuel, insurance, maintenance, overhead
Net/Wk. = Gross/Wk. - Costs/Wk.
3-Yr. Return = Net/Wk. x 75 (based on 25-week season)

SOURCE: Ron Lauchnor, GRAVELY TRACTOR, 1991

---
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Managing turf for maximum root growth

by R.N. CARROW, Ph.D. / University of Georgia

**MANAGING FOR BETTER ROOTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHAT TO DO</th>
<th>HOW TO DO IT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Select species/cultivars with the best rooting potential</td>
<td>examine use, soil properties, management regime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Promote maximum net carbohydrate production:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimize leaf area</td>
<td>mow as high as feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limit wear damage</td>
<td>control disease and insects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control loss such as waterlogging, low soil oxygen or prolonged drought stress</td>
<td>avoid deficiencies in N, Fe, Mn, Mg, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optimize leaf chlorophyll content</td>
<td>avoid deficiencies in N, Fe, Mn, Mg, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control disease and insects</td>
<td>avoid deficiencies in N, Fe, Mn, Mg, S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>promote good light conditions</td>
<td>remove excess clippings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prudize lower limbs of trees and selected crown branches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Avoid depletion of carbohydrates</td>
<td>avoid excessive nitrogen application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Correct soil physical conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high soil strength</td>
<td>cultivate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modify with peat</td>
<td>modify soil with gypsum on sodium-affected soil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low soil oxygen</td>
<td>cultivate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>provide surface and subsurface drainage</td>
<td>irrigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soil layers</td>
<td>irrigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water deficits</td>
<td>increase water-holding capacity with organic matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>keep soil temperatures moderate</td>
<td>irrigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maintain dense turf</td>
<td>mow as high as feasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>modify cold soil in spring</td>
<td>assure proper drainage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cultivate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Correct poor soil chemical conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acid, high aluminum soil</td>
<td>lime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very alkaline soil</td>
<td>if no free CaCO₃ exists, use S, H₂SO₄ or acidic N carriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>infertile soil</td>
<td>fertilize, especially with N, P and K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avoid toxins</td>
<td>limit excessive use of some herbicides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>limit soil amendments with heavy metals</td>
<td>do not overuse micronutrients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do not overuse micronutrients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cure salt-related problems</td>
<td>cultivate or add gypsum or sulfur to improve drainage or use an alternate water source, depending on source of problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Correct poor soil biological conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root-feeding insects</td>
<td>take chemical and biological control measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>root diseases</td>
<td>make appropriate cultural and chemical preventive and control treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nematodes</td>
<td>use chemical controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thatch</td>
<td>mechanically remove</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>promote microbial degradation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roots are very important to successful turfgrass culture. Their five main functions are:

1) **Anchor**: a very basic role when the cleats of football players tear up large pieces of turf, or a golfer’s iron shot pulls up a large divot from a golfer’s iron shot, or sod easily lifts after grubs have damaged roots.

2) **Absorb and translocate water**: necessary for the cells to maintain biological functions and turgor pressure, and for transpirational cooling.

3) **Absorb and translocate nutrients**: for producing thousands of enzymes, carbohydrates, lipids and other compounds used in growth and development.

4) **Synthesize and transport certain hormones**: like cytokinins, gibberelins and abscissic acid.

5) **Sink for carbohydrates produced in the shoots**: roots depend on carbohydrate production via photosynthesis for their growth.

**Root characteristics**

Root systems are dynamic. Seasonal weather conditions trigger hormonal changes in turfgrass plants, resulting in growth cycles. Management practices to achieve maximum rooting must be timed to take advantage of the natural periods of rapid growth.

Scientists have identified the maximum rooting depth capability of different grasses under ideal conditions, which is important for knowing a grass’s genetic potential to produce a root system when there are no limiting factors. Breeders now know that it is possible to breed or select for deeper-
rooted grasses within species. Root hairs, which differ dramatically with species and cultivars in sand or water, greatly increase the root surface area for nutrient and water uptake.

Normally, live roots are water permeable, but they may become partially impermeable under low soil oxygen. These roots are less functional. Also, as roots age, some of the cells can die. On a large scale, it's called root dieback. Dead or partially dead root tissues take up less nutrients and water.

Roots usually live six months to two years, depending on the species, management conditions and environment. For example, certain spring climatic conditions can "prune" bermudagrass roots.

Finally, mycorrhizal relationships such as the influence of micro-organisms on roots may enhance water and nutrient adsorption.

**Root limiting factors**

Why does a bermudagrass exhibit a rooting depth of a few inches on a particular site when it has the genetic potential to develop a root system several feet deep?

**Shoot factors**—Factors that can limit actual rooting to much less than the genetic potential are either shoot-related (above ground) or soil-related.

Maintaining old roots and growing new ones depends on net food (carbohydrate) production in green shoot tissues by photosynthesis.

Roots get carbohydrates for growth only if enough are manufactured for cell maintenance and shoot growth. Anything that decreases photosynthesis or increases respiration will eventually reduce root growth; if severe, roots can die.

Anything that reduces leaf area—close mowing, leaf-feeding insects, and diseases—reduces rooting. It also tends to cause a temporary increase in respiration.

Chlorophyll, the light-absorbing pigment, is also necessary for photosynthesis. Low chlorophyll (a yellow plant) is often a result of:

- deficiencies of nitrogen, iron, manganese, magnesium and/or sulfur;
- low soil oxygen through compaction or waterlogging, drought stress, and burn from some pesticides and nitrogen sources.

If any of these conditions persist for more than a few days, root growth is likely to be impaired.

Because light is also needed for photosynthesis, anything that covers the leaves, such as excess clippings or shade, hinders rooting. Persistent drought stress, which can cause leaf stomata to close and reduce CO₂ uptake, will also slow photosynthesis and retard rooting potential.

**Above-ground factors**—Mechanical, disease or insect injury can increase respiration rate, which causes greater use of carbohydrates and less root growth.

Higher temperatures, which also increase respiration and carbohydrate deple-

**Soil factors**—Many soil conditions can limit rooting:

1. Each species has a genetic-based tolerance for factors like low soil O₂, high aluminum and mechanical strength. But breeders can develop cultivars with broader tolerance. For example, more aluminum-tolerant tall fescues could be developed for very acid, high-aluminum situations.

2. Within the genetic tolerance range, management practices can often correct a specific limiting factor. For example, cultivation can improve low soil O₂ and/or high mechanical strength.

Broader genetic tolerance and management to correct or prevent a poor soil condition can improve rooting.

To choose cultural approaches on your site, identify the specific soil-based factors that actually inhibit rooting. To be successful, know your soil's properties and be able to evaluate each soil in terms of the physical, chemical and biological characteristics.

This article, condensed from the "Georgia Turfgrass Association News," is used with permission of the author and the Georgia Turfgrass Association.

---
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6 quick rules for diagnosing plant problems

by JAMES CHATFIELD / Ohio State Extension Service

Diagnosing plant problems is difficult and requires discipline and diverse knowledge. Yet everyone wants an instant and simple answer, not to mention an inexpensive and certain solution.

Is there a sure fire way to make diagnosis easy? Not really. But the following rules will lead to improved diagnostic success:

Rule 1: Know your plants.

Sometimes a homeowner cuts down a larch or bald cypress because he or she doesn't realize that these are deciduous conifers that drop needles in the fall. Likewise, a homeowner may notice brown needles on their white pines and believe the trees are diseased when, in fact, they're healthy. As horticulturists, not only do you know a larch from a pine (that's not too tough), but you know that loss of third-year needles is typical of white pine.

Another example that's not that uncommon is the severe yellowing between veins of the leaves of the pin oak. This may or may not be due to unavailability of iron in alkaline soil. But you know that that's a good place to start your diagnosis.

Certain plants are almost known by certain problems, such as black locusts in late summer skeletonized by locust leafminer adults, or sycamores with clusters of browned leaves and twig dieback, accompanied by leaf drop in June. They could be infected by sycamore anthracnose.

Finally, if you know your plants and where they should be placed, you will have an idea why taxus in a low, wet area is turning off-color and browning. Or why a European birch in the Midwest heat is losing upper branches from bronze birch borers.

Good diagnosis begins with plant knowledge.

Rule 2: Look for patterns.

First, determine the range of plants affected. If widely different species are damaged, it's unlikely that the problem is an infectious plant disease. Most disease-causing fungi and bacteria affect a limited number of plant types. If all the trees and shrubs in an area are dying, the problem is more likely environmental or cultural.

Check to see if problems are more widespread in low areas where poor drainage may be the key factor. Ask whether soil was disturbed by construction—trenching, soil grade changes, soil compaction. If contamination or overdoses of a pesticide are suspected, review what properties were sprayed and in what order. (If the problem is contamination of a hose line with a fertilizer or herbicide, the first properties sprayed should show the greatest damage.)
Also, notice the pattern of damage on the individual plant and plant parts. Diplodia tip blight of pine generally starts on the lower parts of the pine, spreading upward over the years due to splash of spores which cause new infections.

Dutch elm disease generally starts with flagging of upper branches where elm bark beetles have transmitted the fungus to vascular tissue of upper tree branches.

**Rule 3: Learn the symptom profile.**

An easy trap is to make a diagnosis on the basis of only one symptom. Diagnosis is not that simple.

For example, new leaves curling on a crabapple can be due to many different causes: aphid feeding, powdery mildew disease, growth regulator herbicide injury, moisture stress. Take the next step and match the symptom with further evidence. Unfurl the leaf to look for the aphids or their white cast skins. Look for evidence of powdery mildew with your hand lens.

Recognize that many problems have a whole set of characteristic symptoms. Verticillium wilt of maple causes leaf wilting and browning, dieback of branches (often one at a time), and discolored streakings in the wood. Each symptom alone is not sufficient for good diagnosis. But with a full profile of all the above symptoms you have enough to suspect verticillium wilt, which can then be verified by fungal isolation in the laboratory.

**Rule 4: Perspective is valuable.**

You can probably find at least one pest or disease problem on any tree. That does not mean that the maple bladdergall mite on the silver maple or the oak leaf blister on the red oak is important to plant health. This is a crucial perspective to relate to customers.

This brings us to an important realization. Although insects, mites and diseases harm trees, the majority of tree problems aren’t caused by pests. They’re caused by environmental and cultural factors such as drainage, improper plant siting (particularly in terms of sun and wind exposure), construction damage, storm damage, improper pruning, drought, and winter damage.

Be aware that if you do not constantly work at it, you will lose prospective. If you focus on only one symptom, if you always look for the easy answer like an identifiable leaf spot when the real problem is root decline, if you diagnose tree decline by simply asking if the customer has a lawn care service—you will not only be wrong most of the time, you will also soon lose the ability to even know what you are seeing.

**Rule 5: Timing is everything.**

One of the challenges of diagnosis is properly factoring time into the equation. Large, older trees that decline five years after a new subdivision is put in are often dying from soil compaction by construction equipment, changes in soil grade which bury root systems, and outright root destruction by trenching. These trees do not typically fall overnight from this abuse.

Rarely does a customer want to hear about the role of these earlier stresses, that droughts stressed the tree, that a tree has been declining for years. Nevertheless, it’s often true.

Try to be proactive by keeping records and informing customers of existing conditions when you start maintaining their trees. Set proper expectations based on a clear-headed estimate of tree health and the underlying history of the plants you will maintain. Estimate if tree health is declining by measuring annual growth increments using the bud scale scars.

Take your time when diagnosing. Everyone wants an instant answer, and someone is always willing to give one. However, step back, look for the pattern of damage, assemble the symptom profile, factor in what might have happened on the planting site in the past, and ask as many questions as possible.

**Rule 6: Nothing is surefire.**

The best diagnosticians, the best horticulturists, learn every time they go onto a landscape. There are always new things to learn about plants. Diagnosis is both an art and a science. There are the occasional “gimmies,” but more often than not, your diagnosis will not be proven or certain.

A more reasonable goal is to arrive at the best evaluation of cause and effect from what is almost always incomplete information. LM

—The author is horticulture specialist with The Ohio State University Extension. He made this presentation at the Indiana State Lawn Care Association Summer Field Days in
Paul Zarlengo is new director of sales and marketing, and technical services support at CLC Labs, Westerville, Ohio. Zarlengo, who was appointed by CLC president Dr. Chuck Darrah, was a sales representative for O.M. Scotts and Benham Chemicals.

Jerry Shadley is new vice president of sales and marketing for Homelite, a subsidiary of Deere & Co. David Walker is new vice president of operations; and Stephen Peace is new manager of advertising and communications.

DowElanco strengthened its commitment to the turf and ornamental industry by creating two new sales districts.

"We've enacted these changes to provide better, faster and more efficient service to current and future customers," says sales manager Gary Denhart. "The T&O marketplace is an important business for us." The company also named Dan Bouck to replace Mark Urbanowski as product communications manager for its turf & ornamental and technical products.


Aquatrols expanded its international sales force with the addition of Nick Gadd as international accounts manager. He comes from the largest distributor of specialty chemicals and chemical application equipment in the United Kingdom.

Kubota has launched an intensive new safety campaign promoting the use of roll-over protective structures (ROPS) and seat belts. As part of the campaign, Kubota is getting the word out to new tractor buyers about the importance of ROPS and asking owners of older model Kubota tractors without ROPS to consider buying a ROPS package at a very competitive cost.

Randy Lail and Rob Sosnowski have assumed new positions at Stihl Southeast. Lail is new vice president of finance and resources; Sosnowski is district manager for south Florida. Other appointments: Russ Happney to industrial products manager, Shari Noble and Al Taylor to sales representatives.

A new powder paint being used by Ransomes America will reduce waste and air pollution as it is applied to mowers and other Cushman/Ryan equipment. Ransomes has also announced that it has become a primary supplier to the National Golf Course Owners Association's "Smart Buy" program. The NGCOA is the fastest-growing trade association in the golf industry.

Pursell Industries and the J.R. Simplot Co. have joined together to manufacture and market fertilizers for the turfgrass and nursery markets. The two companies will offer products to the western U.S., Hawaii, western Canada, Mexico and Pacific Rim countries including Australia and New Zealand.
Rain Bird, whose irrigation systems are used at seven of Golf Digest's top 10 golf courses in America, adds Wendi Abrams as national sales manager. She will be responsible for all domestic sales in Rain Bird's Golf Division.

Tony Chatman is new engineering services manager at Snapper. He will be responsible for engineering computer systems, the company's personal computer network and peripheral gear.

The new product manager for Briggs & Stratton's Large Engine Division is David Mauer. He will develop product plans and be product liaison between engineering sales divisions and customers.

Hunter Industries adds Neil Struikmans as regional sales and service representative for central California and Cita Berthelsen as regional sales and service rep for the west central Plains states. Hunter, based in San Marcos, Calif., sells irrigation products in 32 countries.

Griffin Corp. reports that nursery products treated with the company's Spin Out root growth regulator are now available to landscape contractors. The company says plants treated with the product establish quickly in the landscape and become fuller and healthier in less time. Spin Out inhibits the growth of the root tips when they reach the sides of the treated container, promoting lateral and secondary root growth.

**Events**

**NOVEMBER**

9-10: Northern California Golf Superintendents Institute, Doubletree Hotel, Santa Rosa, Calif. Phone: (916) 626-0931.

12-15: Carolinas Golf Course Superintendents Conference & Show, Radisson Resort at Kingston Plantation, Myrtle Beach, S.C. Phone: (800) 476-4272 or (803) 653-3617.

13-Dec. 1: Accident Prevention/OHSA Compliance seminars, Toledo, Cincinnati, Columbus and Cleveland, Ohio; Baltimore, Md.; Arlington and Virginia Beach, Roanoke and Richmond, Va.; Charleston, W.Va. Phone for dates: (800) 821-3919 or (913) 345-2140.


16-18: Tree Care Industry Expo, Indiana Convention Center, Indianapolis. Phone: (800) 733-2622.


28-Dec. 15: Bargaining with Vendors and Suppliers seminars, Akron, Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Toledo, Ohio; Richmond and Virginia Beach, Va.; Washington, D.C.; Baltimore; Atlanta; Charlotte and Research Triangle Park, N.C.; Columbia, S.C. Phone for dates: (800) 255-4141.

29-30: Rhode Island Turfgrass Show & Conference, Rhode Island Convention Center, Providence. Phone: Melissa Herman, (401) 847-7666.

**DECEMBER**

1-7: National Arborist Association Regional Workshops, Atlanta, St. Louis and Portland, Ore. Phone: NAA, (800) 733-2622.

2: Profit Producing seminar, Holiday Inn, Rockville Centre, N.Y. Phone: Government Institutes Inc. (800) 255-4141.


4-7: Georgia Turfgrass Conference, Atlanta. Phone: Dr. Gil Landry, (404) 228-7300.

5-8: Ohio Turfgrass Foundation Regional Conference & Show, Columbus, Ohio. Phone: (614) 261-6750.

6-7: Developing a Golf Course Community, Crystal Sands Crowne Plaza Resort, Hilton Head Island, S.C. Phone: (212) 661-8740.

6-8: Rocky Mountain Turf Conference & Trade Show, Currigan Hall, Denver. Phone: Julia Marie, (303) 688-3440.

8-9: Southern Turf & Landscape Expo, Central Florida Fairgrounds, Orlando, Fla. Phone: (800) 853-5593.

10-12: Restoration (landscape preservation) Conference, Hilton & Towers, San Francisco. Phone: (617) 933-9699.


11-13: Environmental Audits Course, Santa Fe, N.M. Phone: Government Institutes Inc., (301) 921-2345.
Water recycling solutions for golf/turf industry applications

The Ultrasorb Model GC2, an advanced water recycling system for light duty golf and turf wash rack maintenance operations, decontaminates water.

The Model GC2 collects contaminated water from your wash pad and processes it through RGF’s Proprietary Catalytic Oxidation Process, which actually oxidizes the contaminants to harmless carbon dioxide and water.

The Model GC2 has several options: a grass catcher, a detachable control panel, a programmable auto back-flush unit and a high-volume pressure wash station. Its H.I.P. Multi-Media filter is designed to safely absorb herbicides, insecticides and fungicides. Its flow rate is up to 16 gpm with a 750-gallon built-in polytank.

Power mulcher needs no technical adjustments

The easy-to-operate, patented direct drive design of the TM7-30 Power Mulcher from Reinco eliminates the need for the operator to make adjustments to belts or clutches.

The machine replaces manual distribution of stray and hay with an automatic discharge in ranges of up to 60 feet. The discharge chute rotates 360 degrees to assure even distribution of up to five tons per hour of any quality straw or hay. It features a heavy duty construction that is mounted onto a steel frame with a convenient lift ring, locking bracket and nest for easy transport.

Boom mower has new hydraulic system that’s efficient, powerful

The Machete is the new generation of boom mowers, claims its manufacturer, Alamo. It is built stronger and has more power than any boom mower on the market today, Alamo says.

By using a closed-loop hydraulic system (rather than open-loop hydraulics), the entire system is more efficient and produces less heat. The piston pump and motor will achieve 96 percent efficiency, Alamo contends, because more energy is transmitted to the system’s mechanical elements and less oil is lost to slippage.

The Machete’s blade bar is reinforced with three 7/8-inch thick leaves, and the spindle housing is attached to the deck with eight 5/8-inch bolts.

The operator can control all boom movements with a single joystick and dipper arm. Other features: Teflon impregnated bearings, heavier hydraulic hoses, 1 1/2-inch chrome-plated pins at all pivot points on the boom and 17-gallon hydraulic fluid reserve tank.
Mower does slopes, 20 other work functions

The Power Trac 184 riding rotary mower, equipped with an 18 hp Briggs & Stratton gas engine, can mow up to a 30-degree slope with its 48-inch cutting deck.

Other features:

- Two-toe treadle that controls forward and reverse functions. Hydrostatic breaking is applied when the treadle is in the center position.
- Ability to articulate 45 degrees in each direction and oscillate 12 degrees in each direction, ensuring that the wheels remain grounded, even in rough terrain.

Circle 194

Engine feeds power-hungry attachments to tractors

Bigger mowing decks, lawn vacuums, mulching mowers and snow blowers are just a few of the power-hungry attachments today's commercial tractors are being made to carry. Kohler's new vertical shaft Command 25 hp V-Twin engine is designed to feed these increasing demands, without the overpowering bulk of a diesel or liquid-cooled engine.

The air-cooled Command 25 vertical is a blend of the Command 25 horizontal and the Command 22 vertical technologies. The 725cc Command 25 vertical produces 39.5 lbs. ft. of torque (at 2500 rpm) and features Kohler's Power-Bore cylinders that give longer cylinder life, increased power, superior oil control and reduced exhaust emissions.

A specially-designed oil cooler helps maintain the lowest possible oil temperature, reducing oil breakdown during lengthy duty cycles and extending oil change intervals.

Circle 195

Correction

In the August product announcement for the Lady Bug all-purpose turf and ornamental spray machine, two errors were made.

First, application rates can be attained by changing nozzles, pressure or speed (not "speed of spray"). Second, quick engine checks can be made by removing the rear reel (not the rear wheel).

LM regrets any inconveniences these errors may have caused.

New aerator is faster and wider

Turfco Manufacturing's new Pro Series Aerator is wider with eight rows of tines to give you excellent hillside stability. Yet the balance and controls make it easier to operate, Turfco says.

The Pro Series has sealed bearings, solid steel axles, covered chain, box frame and separate throttle/clutch controls. Chain maintenance is reduced to twice a season, and the self-aligning bearings are ag quality for long life.

The Pro Series Aerator has the most dense aeration pattern for an aerator of this design.

Circle 196
Ten ways to add vertical shaft power, quick starts, proper speeds

All 10 models Centura Power Plus vertical shaft engines from Tecumseh Products feature a quick-start fuel primer and an electronic capacitor discharge ignition system for quick starts with lower pulling speeds. A mechanical governor adjusts mowing speed to cutting loads.

In addition, the Centura line offers these features on specific models:
- Model 35 includes a conical paper air filter system.
- Model 38 features an automotive style oil fill tube, dipstick and trim ring.
- Models 40 and 40 Special have a ramp compression release. Model 40 also has a deluxe styled recoil trim ring.
- Models 40DX and 45DX have a retractable pin compression release, special dipstick anststylized fuel tank.
- Models 50 and 55LX have a two-stage paper oval air cleaner system and a sculptured 1.5-quart wrap-around fuel tank with high oil fill and dipstick.
- Models 50 XL/C and 55XL/C are extra-life commercial models. The LEV inverted port engines have a cast iron cylinder sleeve and a three-stage air cleaner with poly foam pre-cleaner.

Clean, quiet engines environmentally safe, even with high horsepower

A complete series of advanced design industrial diesel engines named Clean and Silent (C&S) is manufactured by Yanmar Diesel America.

The new TNE series engines were developed to meet the environmental requirements of the 1990s. Based on the company's former TN diesel range, the TNE series consists of 10 different bore-and-stroke, four-cycle, water-cooled families with horsepower ranges from 11.7 to 62 and speeds from 3000 to 3600 rpm.

The complete TNE range delivers both low levels of exhaust and noise emissions; all models under 25 hp are certified to 1995 CARB emissions standards. Low weight-to-horsepower ratios are another feature, along with a 10 percent increase in output per cylinder over TN engines.

To achieve the improved, certifiable levels of emissions performance, increased power density and low noise levels, Yanmar's engineering teams made major design changes. Result: noise emissions reduced more than 3 dB(A) on the predominantly direct injection engines.

Competitively-priced irrigation controller powered by old Sol

The all-new Trope-M solar-powered irrigation controller is a six-valve control that is now priced competitively with standard AC units.

Only three rotary knobs permanently set all watering functions. The hybrid design also incorporates a digital readout for time and time remaining for watering. Among the knob selections are odd/even days; water, wait, water (WWW) and budgeting.

The Trope-M is stocked by selected irrigation distributors nationwide.
Tough terrain off-road hauler a great runabout

The J-93 Hauler from Kimball Products is designed for tough-terrain hauling and maintenance work. It's an ideal runabout vehicle for race tracks, parks, campgrounds and construction sites, the company says.

The J-93 is powered by a Briggs & Stratton 16 hp over-head valve twin engine coupled to a three-speed transmission with infinite speed ranges in all three gears. The machine has a 49x40x11-inch deep dump box capable of handling up to 700 lbs. The double-acting dump box tailgate extends for longer loads, opens for faster unloading. An optional power dump is available.

Options include all-weather vinyl cap, dozer blade, utility winch, all-terrain Stryker tires, Turf Buster tires for lawns and golf fairways, re-coil starter and internal, front-expanding hydraulic drum brakes.
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Every month the Market Showcase offers the readers of Landscape Management a complete and up-to-date section of the products and services you’re looking for. Check it out every month, or you might miss out.

For all ads under $250, payment must be received by the classified closing date. VISA, MASTERCARD, & AMERICAN EXPRESS accepted. Send to: Advanstar Marketing Services, 7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44130.

Send blind box replies to: Landscape Management, 131 W. First St., Duluth, MN 55812 (Include box number in address.)

**EQUIPMENT FOR SALE**

**TREE SPADE**
Lightweight, Variable Size Rootball (16" - 28”). Available in 4 models (towable, bucket mount, 3 pt. and skid steer).

MID DAKOTA CORP.
Box 728 • Garrison, ND 58540
Phone (701)337-5519 or 1-800-327-7154
GSA Contract No. GS-00F-5442A

Circle No. 305 on Reader Inquiry Card

**PICKUP INSERT DUMPER**
For FREE brochure, call toll free 24 hr.
1-800-755-3867
WE SHIP NATIONWIDE

**SOFTWARE**

**TRIMS for Windows**
The World's Most Popular Grounds Management Software is now available for Microsoft Windows.

TRIMS for Windows Includes:
- Budgets & Expenses Tracking
- Inventory & Purchase Orders
- Personnel & Labor Activity Records
- Equipment Maint. & Work Orders
- Chemical & Fertilizer Records
- Irrigation & Weather
- Fuel Reporting
- Event Scheduling
- TRIMS DrawView for site plans

TRIMS Software International
3110 N. 19th Ave. - Suite 190
Phoenix, AZ 85015

For More Information Call:
(800) 608-7467 or (802) 277-0067

**COMMERCIAL INSURANCE**
FOR LAWN CARE FIRMS
"GREEN INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS"

M.F.P. Insurance Agency is dedicated to providing comprehensive insurance programs to the Green Industry at competitive prices. We back up this dedication with a staff of professionals who understand every facet of your business, from marketing to customer service. We know how to properly insure your company whether you’re a sole proprietor or a multi-state operation.

Just as your customers look to you for lawn care advice, people come to us for insurance advice because they do not want to become insurance experts themselves. If you want good advice, the right coverage, and competitive rates, please contact:

Richard P. Bersnak, President
Jill A. Leonard, V.P.
1-800-886-2398
FAX: 614-221-2203

M.F.P. Insurance Agency, Inc.
50 West Broad Street, Suite 3200
Columbus, OH 43215-5917

Circle No. 301 on Reader Inquiry Card
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Become a CERTIFIED TURFGRASS PROFESSIONAL

Train at home; master up-to-date turfgrass management practices and procedures. Covers 14 topics for all regions of U.S. Certification by The University of Georgia and PLCAA.

Contact Karen Bishop, 1-800-542-8097, UGA, Georgia Center, 191 Athens, GA 30602-3603, for a brochure.

Learn LANDSCAPING

TRAIN AT HOME for an exciting hobby or profitable career. Start your own career or full time contracting business, work in the garden/musty field or landscape your own property - we show you how. Diploma awarded. FREE BROCHURE describes opportunities. No salesman. Write or call today! 1-800-326-9221

Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. LF01X6
101 Harrison St., Archbald, PA 18403
Accredited by state, Distance Education and Training Council.

MARKETPLACE

GOLF COURSE MARKETPLACE

FOR SALE

TURBO TURF HYDRO SEEDING SYSTEMS

- Seed-mulch-fertilize
- Faster germination
- Lower seeding costs
- 1 man operation
- No messy straw
- Units start @ $1295

Call Badger Associates
1108 Third Ave. New Brighton PA 15066
800-822-3437

airobi Now! Learn PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING AT HOME! Accredited program provides thorough training in all phases of commercial and residential landscaping. Diploma awarded. Free brochure describes program and opportunities in detail. Call 1-800-326-9221 or write Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. LF0115, 101 Harrison Street, Archbald, PA 18403.

Two year AAS degree program in Golf Course Superintending, Irrigation Management, Landscape Contracting and Park Supervision. Fully accredited, VA approved, expanded learning facilities, new equipment. Graduate placement assistance available. For information contact Golf Course Operations/Landscape Technology Department, Western Texas College, Snyder, TX 79549.

MARKET SHOWCASE & CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

For all ads under $250, payment must be received by the classified closing date. We accept VISA, MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS. Credit card orders are accepted by phone.

ISSUES CLOSING DATES
December 11-10
1996 Closing Dates
January 12-7
February 1-8
March 2-8
April 3-7
May 4-8
June 5-8
July 6-6
August 7-8
September 8-8
October 9-6
November 10-10

Call rep for date confirmation.

SEND AD COPY WITH PREPAYMENT TO:
Stephanie Stiggers-Smith
Landscape Management
7500 Old Oak Blvd., Cleveland, OH 44130
for more information, call Stephanie:
1-800-225-4569 or 216-891-2719
Fax: 216-826-2865

CLASSIFIED OPPORTUNITIES


CLASSIFIEDS WORK!

FOR ALL ADS UNDER $250, PAYMENT MUST BE RECEIVED BY THE CLASSIFIED CLOSING DATE. WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS. CREDIT CARD ORDERS ARE ACCEPTED BY PHONE. SEND AD COPY WITH PREPAYMENT TO: STEPHANIE STIGGERS-SMITH, LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, 7500 OLD OAK BLVD., CLEVELAND, OH 44130 OR CALL 216-891-2719. FAX NUMBER 216-826-2865.

BOX NUMBER REPLIES: MAIL BOX NUMBER REPLIES TO: LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT, CLASSIFIED AD DEPARTMENT, 131 W. 1ST ST., DULUTH, MN 55802-2065. PLEASE INCLUDE BOX NUMBER IN ADDRESS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

NOW...LEARN PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING AND GARDENING AT HOME! Accredited program provides thorough training in all phases of commercial and residential landscaping. Diploma awarded. Free brochure describes program and opportunities in detail. Call 1-800-326-9221 or write Lifetime Career Schools, Dept. LF0115, 101 Harrison Street, Archbald, PA 18403.

Two year AAS degree program in Golf Course Superintending, Irrigation Management, Landscape Contracting and Park Supervision. Fully accredited, VA approved, expanded learning facilities, new equipment. Graduate placement assistance available. For information contact Golf Course Operations/Landscape Technology Department, Western Texas College, Snyder, TX 79549.
**BUSINESS FOR SALE**

Landscape design & maintenance company. Established for 10 years servicing Metro Detroit. Excellent growth potential. Well established accounts. Includes all equipment. Gross sales in 1994 over $390,000. Asking $140,000.00. Write Landscaping Services, P.O. Box 24015, Detroit, MI 48224-0015. 12/95

**COMPLETE NURSERY, RETAIL SALES and MAINTENANCE BUSINESS in PIEMONTE, NORTH CAROLINA... HIGH GROWTH RETIREMENT and RESORT AREA.** On busy highway. Thriving and growing. Owner will stay for transition. Call John McKellen, Gouger, O'Neal & Saunders, Inc., 800-672-2228 or 910-692-2996. 11/95

**LEASE**

LEASE any type equipment for your business. Call AmeriNet Financial (216)543-3860. 3/96

**LEASE**

Needed to market environmentally friendly, liquid, slow-release fertilizer products directly from manufacturer. Ken Franke, P.O. Box 123, Plato, MN 55370; 800-832-9635. 11/95

**WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR**

The next ad closing for **LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT is Nov. 10, 1995** for the December 1995 issue.

**HELP WANTED**

Hillemeyer Nurseries, a premier 150-year-old landscape company located in beautiful Lexington, Kentucky, is in need of a top-notch floriculturist to design imaginative color beds, and oversee planting and flower maintenance. A floriculture or related degree and 4 years experience with annuals, perennials and ornamental grasses is desirable. Send resumes to Bruce at 2370 Sandersville Rd., Lexington, KY 40511. 12/95

**MAINTENANCE MANAGERS & SUPERVISORS:**

One of the nation’s largest and fastest growing full service landscape companies has an immediate need for experienced maintenance managers and superintendents, as well as entry level maintenance supervisors in the Midwest, Southwest, Mid-Atlantic, Northeast and Southeast states. The company seeks energetic, team oriented college graduates with proven leadership, communication and interpersonal skills. The company offers full-time positions, excellent advancement opportunities and exceptional compensation and benefits with an industry leader celebrating more than 50 years of uncompromising customer service. For immediate confidential consideration, please send or fax your resume to: The Brickman Group, Ltd., Corporate Office, 147 S. Flowert Mill Road, Langhorne, PA 19047, 215-757-9630, EOE. 11/95

Looking for the right opportunity? Join a winning team in Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio. If your expertise is Landscape Architecture, Design or Maintenance Sales, Estimating or Supervision, send us your resume or call (216)357-8400. Yardmaster Landscape Architects and Contractors, 1447 N. Ridge Road, Painesville, Ohio 44077. 12/95

**LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE**

Award winning regional based company seeking quality supervisors and foremen with leadership skills for our Columbus branch. Experience in grounds maintenance and/or installation a must. Small engine repair knowledge, lawn and tree care license, or irrigation experience a plus. These year round positions are available for immediate start. We offer top pay, medical and dental benefits, 401K and more. Send resume to PROLAWN PROSCAPE, 11488 Deerfield Rd., Blue Ash, Ohio 45242. 11/95

**WANTED**

Turfgrass specialist or qualified salesperson with more than three years sales experience to cover the Midwest for a leading nationwide turfgrass company. Serious inquiries write or fax Rick Myers at 1490 Industrial Way, S.W., Albany, OR 97321-3372. (503)926-0665. 11/95


**RESERVE AD SPACE IN THE NEXT ISSUE**

Call Stephanie Stiggers-Smith: 216-891-2670
Receive FREE information on products and services advertised in this issue.

NAME
TITLE
FIRM

ADDRESS
CITY  STATE  ZIP

PHONE  FAX

This card is void after January 15, 1996

I would like to receive (continue receiving) LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT each month:  □ Yes  □ no

Signature:  Date:

1. MY PRIMARY BUSINESS AT THIS LOCATION IS: (check only ONE in either A, B or C)

   A. LANDSCAPING/GROUND CARE AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF FACILITIES:
      0005 • Golf Courses
      0010 • Sport Complexes
      0015 • Parks
      0020 • Rights-Of-Way, Maintenance for Highways Railroads & Utilities
      0025 • Schools, Colleges & Universities
      0030 • Industrial & Office Parks/Plants
      0035 • Shopping Centers, Plazas & Malls

   B. CONTRACTORS/SERVICE COMPANIES/CONSULTANTS
      0105 • Landscape Contractors (Installation & Maintenance)
      0110 • Lawn Care Service Companies
      0112 • Custom Chemical Applicators (Ground & Air)
      0120 • Tree Service Companies/Arborists

   C. SUPPLIERS:
      0210 • Sod Growers, Turf Seed Growers & Nurseries
      0215 • Dealers, Distributors, Formulators & Brokers
      0220 • Manufacturers

2. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES YOUR TITLE? (check ONE only)

   10 • EXECUTIVE/ADMINISTRATOR: President, Owner, Partner, Director, General Manager, Chairman of the Board, Purchasing Agent, Director of Physical Plant
   20 • MANAGER/SUPERINTENDENT: Arborist, Architect, Landscape/Ground Manager, Superintendent, Foreman, Supervisor
   30 • GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL: Government Commissioner, Agent, Other Government Official
   40 • SPECIALIST: Forester, Consultant, Agronomist, Pilot, Instructor, Researcher, Horticulturist, Certified Specialist
   50 • OTHER TITLED AND NON-TITLED PERSONNEL: (please specify)

3. SERVICES PERFORMED: (check ALL that apply)

   A • Mowing
   B • Turf Insect Control
   C • Tree Care
   D • Turf Aeration
   E • Irrigation Services
   F • Turf Fertilization
   G • Turf Disease Control
   H • Ornamental Care
   I • Landscape/Golf Design
   J • Turf Weed Control
   K • Paving, Deck & Patio Installation
   L • Pond/Lake Care
   M • Landscape Installation
   N • Snow Removal
   O • Other (please specify)

4. WHAT IS YOUR ANNUAL BUDGET FOR EQUIPMENT, CHEMICALS, SUPPLIES? (please check one)

   □ Less than $50,000  □ $250,001 - $500,000
   □ $50,000-$100,000  □ More than $500,000
   □$100,001-$250,000

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST-CLASS MAIL  PERMIT NO 950  PITTSFIELD MA
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

ADVANSTAR COMMUNICATIONS INC
PO BOX 5054
PITTSFIELD MA  01203-9698

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

LANDSCAPE management
Receive FREE information on products and services advertised in this issue.
Most customers tend to overreact. Discover one lawn pest and they think they’re infested. Never mind that most customers can’t tell the difference between a sod webworm and a night crawler.

Keeping customers’ lawns insect pest free is what Dursban* insecticide is all about. Not only is it a dependable and economical broad spectrum insecticide, but it has also been formulated to provide you an effective residual on most turfgrasses and ornamentals.

One thing for sure, use Dursban and customers won’t be bugging you with their insect pest problems.

For further information on Dursban, or any other product in the extensive line of DowElanco products, give us a call at 1-800-352-6776. Always read and follow label directions.
Heavy on Performance. Light on the Wallet.

Pro 250
Hydrostatic drive at gear drive price

Eaton 851 Hydrostatic Transaxle

Pro 150
Five-speed, all-gear transmission

Two individual drive belts prevent slippage in wet conditions

Variable speed selection

Smaller, lighter, with fewer parts to maintain

Gravely durability and dependability

Whether you're in the market for hydrostatic or gear drive, Gravely has mowers to handle the tightest budgets. Built for speed and reliability, the Pro 150 and the Pro 250 will help you trim costs and clear a path to greater profit.

Success Rides on a Gravely.™

See your nearest Gravely dealer today or write or call: Gravely International, 150 South Stratford Rd., Suite 530, Winston-Salem, NC 27104

Circle No. 110 on Reader Inquiry Card